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Wilson submits anti-affirmative action signatures
Initiative needs
700,000 backers
to qualify for vote

Gov. Pete Wilson and backers of an anuaffinnative at non initiative turned in nearly 1.1 million voter signatures Wednesday
potentially more than enough to quail-

ty the hot-button measure for California’s
November ballot.
"Now the campaign begins," Ward
Connerly, chairman of the drive to repeal
race and gentler preferences in state programs, said as he and Wilson submitted a
stack of 46,574 signatures to the
Sacramento County registrar.
Connerly, a member of the Universits
California board of regents, played a
otal role in the board’s decision lasi Slimmer to ci
ate affirmative action in inn-

versity adineounis, biong and t initnuung.
lit- said the November 1111tiat ivy, dubbed
by its supporters the California I :wit Rights
Initiative (CCRI), would t.stablidi a similar
prohibition in all state gin ci ninent programs.
"We will not lu SI hillsol 1 ac 1.11 ’Jr gentler preferences; we will not
tuns of
racial or gentler dkcom
innerly
said.
"lhere has never been affirmative
action in the Cal State system. said Randall

jimmez, shdP 1.1. -or
\
American studies. -there is soli the same
number of minority faculty members that
there were 30 years ago, he said.
According to a 1994 report from the
CSU Chancellor’s Office, there were
approximately 80 percent white fullemployees, 10 percent Asian -American. 6
percent Latino, 4 percent AfricanAmerican and 0.5 pert emit Am ern an
Indians. There are no ethnic statism kept
earlier than the 1980,

What do I think if there are anu-affirmauve actions for the Cal State system?
as usual," Juninez said.
Wilson. a Republican who made racial
issues a key element of his failed presidential campaign last year, said affirmative
at min programs were based on racial discis
anon.
Eliminating aflirmauve
action, he said, requires "die moral guts to
right a terrible wrong."
BUSIlleSS

See Initiative, Back page

Four hundred
hear Williams
By Leslie Asbury

to his

tures."

who ha,
p,,Itir at Glide
When we
ACC ording to
\l,titi al
United
everything in the Rev.
Nhthodist Church in
Cecil
commu- give up our
San Francisco for 33
nity is a risk. Ile said
that it helps the people roots, we give up years, has made his mark
m his community as a
there to be radicals, our humanity.
spokesman for the poor.
which means getting to
His many programs at
the root of the matter.
You have to
the church have drawn
"When we give tip our
thousands of volunteers
roots, we give up our hold on to your
and nationwide recognihumanity. You have to
tion. He is a noted
hold on to your roots," fOOLS.
author and speaker, as
Williams said.
Rev. Cecil Williams
Williams
entered
According
to
Glide Memorial Church
onto the stage of Morris
XVilliams, ministers conic
Dailey Auditorium on
front miles around to
Wednesday at 12:30
take a look at his prop.m., with a standing
grams. To learn, what he
ovation from the crowd of approximately. 400, to speak of his ideas. said Glide Memorial did ttot wait for
animated every point as everyone else to do. He said that his
agreement and -laughter computer center for the kids is the
best one to be found Us any "ghetto."
tilled the auditorium.
"I am glad that he came (to SJSU),
"It was very inoviniz." said Sharon
Holley, a graduate student in the but a lot ot the stuff he talked about I
College of Education. "Seeing him in do not agree with because of my
person gave a more sense of sincerity
See Williams, Back page
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
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The Reverend Cecil Williams of the Glide Memorial Church in
San Francisco is interviewed at Morris Dailerry Auditorium

c. -si \’.
Wednesday afternoon after giving he. . ,.ecti In his speech.
Williams encouraged people to embrace ilversily

Associated Students in the red High times: Study indicates toi.E.rs
Depleted election
budget needs
financial boost
By Jeffrey Niese
Spartan Daily Suff
ASSI,ciated Students have
ly surpassed their allocated
budget for this year’s general election by $4,000, but plan on spending $23,300 more for the March
elections.
Of the $23,300, $10,300 will be
spent on the upcoming general
election. An additional $5.000 will
be spent for advertising and an
estimated $8,000 on revenue
contribution
sharing the $1
made to campus organizations as
designated by the voters.
"The funding account designated for this year’s election was
depleted last fall after the (two)
special elections," Marilyn Charell,
AS. president, said.
Special, along with general,
elections nearly emptied the A.S.
lh,i

alr Cal

election budget tit $14,399.
Manuel Alexandre, AS, chief
elections officer said, "$5,000 was
allocated to be spent on advertising as seen fit by the AS. election
committee." Alexandre also said
last year after the Oct. and Nov.
special elections he only had $1.65
left in the election fund.
Because of the problems the
elections caused, the Election
Correction Task Force was created
to see what changes needed to be
done.
Frank Wada, member of the task
force, inuoduced a ballot to be
voted on by students in March.
The ballot will only allow two
general elections a year, excluding
recall elections.
Wada said, "We were worried
that the elections were getting out
of hand." Wada also said that
before Wednesday’s meeting there
was no funding for this spring’s
AS. election.
Chard! said, "Now it’s up to the
students to decide."
Also to be voted on in the

elet [I, it i.
Students will vote on limy to use
the $9 A.S. fee, included in tuition,
since the pilot program (Transit
Access Program) may be dropped
at the end of this semester.
The funds could be used tor a
Campus Improvement At t. II that
money. $5 will go to ’technology
5-1
for
and
.5d5a11eement
Eat dines
ancl
ulturall
Programs.
and
"(TAP) is basi, ally
\ .S.
void," johnathan
director of community athilis. said.
Wilson said thi 111c cl1CV being
paid for transit an ess will be shifted to the Campus Improvement
Act.
\lido, ultural
The $4 for
Facilities and Program, is ill i reate
a multicultural I ewe’ to provide
dial
programs
Ii ’illi its’
and
:mai cites,
multicultural
.ills,
through
understanding
speakers forums, mos’l a lot lit,i a IV
resources, the flier sai.1

Students arrested for Stanford beating
Four from SJSU charged
with felony assault
in weekend incident
By Francis Ladines
Spartan Daily Suff Writer

Four SJSU students were arrested by Stanford University police
Saturday on charges of beating a
Stanford student, apparently after
the student-s exchanged words.

Staiiliall University Police Capt.
Raoul Niemeyer identified Justin
Kinser, 22; Jason Hagberg, 19;
24;
and
Carley,
Kristopher
Christopher Steeb, 24, as the SJSU
students booked into Santa Clara
County Jail on charges of felony
assault.
According to Sgt. David Lee of
the Stanford Department of Public
Safety, a call was made at 1:35 a.m.

Saturday by a 0111111
officer front the I ),partnient
Public Safety who I ial,pened to be
at the scene.
The vii Inn told 1..1i. i he Wa
walking bai k to his Icoihni aftei
attending a party at the Sigma hi
fraternity house. Along the is iv. I
encountered the four students.
who identified themselves as mein ,

SPEED READ

Sparc An Duly Sciall Ana

ctc !tcp.c

it

1:1,nuti.;

result from drug residue in the brain. front drug
People who smoke marijuana heavily at least
withdrawal or from actual damage to the nervous
two ,n it of every three days may have trouble
simple tasks system. said the study’s wadi, s. lii. harrison G
paying attention and per
even a day after going wubtitit the drug, an Fast IS pt ji. and Deborah Vurgelim- lii, Id of flarvardaffiliated NIcl.ran I iospital in Belmont. Mass.
Coast study found.
all
They analvied test results 110111 ,tmlen ma
San fi ise State students who admittedly smoke
tin a dads basts said they disagree with the find- recruited from the Boston area iii a Wa V that
sublet
Is’
inherent
the
adjusted
for
different
es
in
ings.
"Thi nth. time I have a hard time paying att-rs- ability to think and per I-, ion. die researchers said.
Die question is
I i iiiI lug simple tasks
because
important
1,5511,11 I ani fully 1-taketl,"
at
more than a
Iii SiNt:
I.
hard
time
I
have
a
The only
decade of generally
inal studies
dedining use. mariand sett -1111U
heiiipor
doing
attention
paying
time
juana has increased
stet. ’,5, I ug is 1 c11,11.1
mark,dly in popularisinc chii I go to class simple tasts is when I am fully
ty among U.S. youth
or Wc ct h. I don’t have any
ilic last three to
baked. As long as I don’t smoke
proliltins."
Years.
.1
lour
Rescal Ill.1 s
mpared
not
reseal c her
t15 "liege students who before I go to I. LISS or work, I don’t
iisvu OlVecl 111 111V s1 1111V
smoked at least 22 days a
have any problems.
Salt I.
month with 64 similar stuI -lie researcher.
dents who smoked nine
Tom
lbeil
I. RI’ k. an
days a month at most.
SJSU environmental studies major assot tate professor of
A day after going withanesthesiology at the
out the drug, the heavy
University of Iowa
permarijuana
users
formed significantly worse on tasks that involved College 1 Medi, ine in lowa City, found previously
that licav marijuana use does incleed harm mensustaining and shifting attention.
more
"1 think that the problem with smoking buds tal tun( [lotting after users abstain. Ear
while you go to school is the way it kills your moti- dent t exists about thinking problems associated
in
vation," Rick, a recent graduate who admittedlv wills drinking than with marijuana use, he said
smoked pot every day during his SJSU carrel. said. an editorial accompanying the SIMI,
’ported
in
the
Most of the thinking problems
in lass
ti
"I never had a problem paying attenon
or remembering things -1 Was taught miles. I new study would not make a heavy mat imana user
stand
out in a crowd, but the% could hot t a persmoked before 1 went to st liool."
worsen over
The ability to reinembir things newt, l,.ii lied son’s academic performame and
years. he said.
did not differ signitit iii I Is between the
researchers reportei I it \ V..1111isclaS 1..sici cif
Spartan Daily Staff Writer Dwain .Vn WI a pal the
1 he Journal of the Aim 111.111 \l 111.11 \ S111 1.1i14111.
Associated Press evnnibuted to Om Pport.
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Fatty breakfasts

SPARTAN

who go without can’t concentrate

Start the day with a typical
family-style restaurant
breakfast and you could be
getting nearly a day’s
worth of fat and more than
1,100 calories all before
that morning meeting, a
consumer group said.
Page 3

SJSU
gymnastics
vaulting to
meet
UCSB
Page 6

AIDS education
Dr. Oscar Battle Jr., from
the health education at
SJSU’s student health
services department, will
speak Friday from noon to
1:30 p.m. in the Student
Union Costanoan Room
about AIDS.
Page 8
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San Jose State University

Is there anything worth dying for in today’s America?

Red, white
and blues
By NVilliam Jeske
months into the
Afew
Republican’s
Contract
with America, South Bay
urban cowboy poet Jim Lyle was
awarded a standing ovation from
poets and writers for his biting diatribe.
Lyle started his prose piece about his
college days when he and a handful of dormitory buddies were huddling in the dorm’s
basement crowding to get a clear view of a
small, black and white television screen.
With unblinking eyes and held breaths they
anticipated the verdict on the Sen. Joseph
McCarthy cumin llll ist witch hunt hearings.
With a klaxon of victory whoops, the men
cheered that McCarthy would no longer be a
threat to those suspected of having communist
sympathies.
Lyle and his friends slowly filed upstairs, but
were halted by a lone classmate’s incensed cry.
It was a German student who’d come to
America studying to be a Lutheran minister.
:Ton Americans!" he said seething, "You have
no idea what a wonderful people you are! We
Germans, we hesitated, we waited. You just
stopped your own Hitler!"
Recently, a small business owner whose gift
shop is being bullied by a corporate developer
said she watched in horror a television documentary on involving children and values.
Eight, 9 and 10-year-olds were asked by child
behaviorists, with the children’s parents present, if there is anything worth dying for perhaps some ideal or belief that is so important
they’d give their lives to protect or maintain it.
The children merely hunched their shoulders
and dismissed the concept.
After each of these stories I wasn’t moved too

Students in China’s Tiananmen Square
tempted tanks and soldiers in 1989. Students in
Kent State
tempted
Ohio’s
National
Guardsmen in 1970.
Is life so precious that there isn’t any belief
or social more that should be held onto so
dearly that death is preferable to its absence?
Statements like Dolores lbarrun’s "It is better
to die on your feet than live on your knees,"
may have won her line several reprints in quotation books, but if someone took it seriously,
what would we, the living, do?
Civilian militias are well within their rights to
speak ill of today’s society, and store weapons to
protect themselves. But when federal buildings
blow up, the unmanned freedom spotlight
flails wildly.
When tempers simmer, noble battle cries are
reduced to trendy catchphrases while political
cartoonists ease our grief with macabre doodles.
Though I may still every so often tempt a
nasty letter or phone call from irate followers of
psedo-churches and cults, (whom I won’t
name this time around) who read this far into
my opinions. I wonder if I’d back down when
threats involve potential, or even actual, violence.
A few years ago, I’d have said no without
blinking.
blink twice.
Now. I say no but I have to
I don’t know how close Lyle ever came to losing his life for any freedom he enjoys today, but
if receiving a standing ovation from a freedomloving motley crew of writers and poets was
worth once crossing that threshold, I may just
walk that line myself.

much, but moments later when
I had time to digest the message, I felt guilty for not feeling
something immediately. These
anecdotes fluctuate in toy
ethics code from light humor
to soul-damning earnest.
A waxing degree of
guilt overcomes me as I find
myself having to recalibrate
my value system with age.
Principles that should have
been absolutely concrete have
evolved into nebulous musings.
Almost anyone might say without hesitation that
freedom is worth
for. An isolated few may say
iiiiidyingit’s
worth
killing for.
But if I were
speak
to
aloud
of
what my free
world would
need to consist of, I run the
risk of been cast as a heroic defender of the
underdog or an anti-social fanatic who hordes
firearms and writes subversive articles for
underground hate rags extolling the great fall
of society and how only the strong will survive.
Is there anything worth dying for in today’s
America%
Anti-abortionists have killed doctors. A man
laid himself across railroad tracks taunting a
Navy armament freight train, and lost Isis legs.
Whom do we ridicule, punish or vindicate?
Dare I leave it a question?

IIilliamJe.sh.eis a Spartan Daily Staff Irate,:

Say goodbye to the small-town feel
I think that the

By Leslie Asbury
Jan. 18, 1996, Melvin Simon
Associates officially chose to redesign
On
the Pavilion as an "entertainment
complex." Starport, a video arcade to be
opened in July 1996, hopes to be accompanied by national chain stores. Simon
Associates issued eviction notices to the retail
shops that were left in the shopping mall.
I grew up in a fairly small town. The majority of the shops in the downtown mall were
small, unknown boutiques that added personality to a small scenic town. The shop owners
actually worked on the floor of the shop
instead of a high rise in some faraway city. As
much as I say! hate that small town, I do have
to admit that! liked walking into a store where
the owner was a neighbor or a family friend.
The shops seemed more human and alive.
When I came to SJSU, I had that small town
mentality that left me feeling swallowed up by
faceless owners of chain stores.! did not have
a car at that time, so every destination! chose
had to be a short walk away. That would be the
Pavilion. I would go there to buy cards or to
just get away from campus.
Even though the empty store lots outnumbered the running businesses. I remember
feeling a little less homesick. There, I could
find the small unheard of shops where the
owners were most likely to be the clerks
behind the counter. I thought it was so great
to see them there and prospering in a city full
of chain stores.
Like the ones in my town, these shops
added spice and personality, which this hightech city really needed.
I realize that in order for a shopping area to

Letter
Presidents Day
should be observed
From my perspective, it appears
that our university has ignored
President’s Day on February 19. By
choosing to treat this federal
observance as nothing more than
the third Monday in February, the
message is clear that the ubiqui-

Pavilion might be giving
up a lot when
the little shops leave.
Yo u can gp
anywhere to find
an arcade ...
succeed, there has to be some big name stores
located there, but it’s the little unheard of
ones that give the area the uniqueness that
might attract more customers. Take a look at
Los Gatos, for example. The stores located in
the downtown area are small boutiques that
people from other areas have never heard of.
That is one of the reasons why Los Gatos is
well-known. People tell me that they love walking through the downtown area, looking at all
the original ideas that entrepreneurs display
in their shop windows.
I think that the Pavilion might be giving up
a lot when the little shops leave. You can go
anywhere to find an arcade, but where else
can you go to find a South American and
Native American art and gift shop? People
remember stuff like this.

tous "diversity," that is all the rage
around here these days, extends
only to heroes of non-European
heritage. Failing to recognize the
contributions made by George
Washington anti Abraham Lincoln
is personally insulting to me and
to die rich and glorious history of
our United States of which these
great men are a part.
Indulge me, if you will, while

News Room
Fax
Advertising
Classified

Leslie Asbuty is a Spartan Daily Staff Writes

offer a brief history lesson for
those who are not aware: George
Washington led the Colonial
forces to an unprecedented victory
over the greatest imperial power
in the world at that time, Great
Britain, thereby creating the
United States of America. lie was
also our first president.
Our
sixteenth
president.
Abraham Lincoln, provided an
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They usually will not go out of their way to
play video games Aotea there are plenty of
places out there. They will:however drive that
extra five miles to go to that little specialty
shop that they discovered while grabbing
lunch in the Pavilion.
One thing I would like to remind Melvin
Simon Associates is that today’s small unheard
of shop can quite possibly be tomorrow’s large
success. All stores start somewhere, with the
owner working the counter day and night.
The Pavilion was designed close to a university. Students should frequent the shops located there. Those small stores might gain the
popularity that draws in more customers. It’s
always good public relations to be able to
claim to be the sight of the ’original’ or ’first’
shop of a huge success. Isn’t it?
Even if these shops aren’t the future multimillion dollar enterprise, they do generate
income for the shopping mall if you must
think on financial ternis. Why else would they
have been operating since 1988%
For all those small towners out there,
though, I think die small town-like shops do
us some good. I know that! really enjoyed seeing those shops, and I think that they should
stay.
Without them, the Pavilion will become just
another droll, high-tech facade, with no personality of its own.
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was browsing through
As.
an art book the other day,
I was enthralled by the
beauty that artists such as Vincent
van Gogh, Claude Monet and
Pablo Picasso created with a simple paint brush
It was intrig ’ g
how they blended
in different colors, shades and
moods.
It made me
think about how
we all blend into
the world. We are
all a part of the
big picture of
life, and as
human
beings,
the
big picture of
God’s sketch
amid plan. We
come its different shades
and personalities, and we
all tan Tread
God’s fingerprints
on
each other.
But, sometimes as we
get caught up
in the hustle
and bustle of
the world, we
walk
right
past people
who are a
shade of blue
and
downcast. I am realizing that God has
pm it in my heart to look closer
at those people so that I can see
the beauty that lies in their
!warts.
In life, it seems, we never see
all there is to be seen. For
instance, when we look at a photograph of someone, how long
does it take its to describe it?
Possibly minutes to hours. But
how long did it take to simply
look at it? Ten to ’20 seconds?
My point? To describe
what we see
takes a
Ii t

more
time and
energy. and we may have to find
out more about the scene or person. But to look at pictures takes
no time at all. And isn’t this what
we do every clay, look at pictures
and not take the time to describe
or -appreciate the beauty of what
we look at?
Many times we walk past people without ever knowing what
makes them tick. Will we ever be
able to describe those people
who fade away as we walk past
them?
%Then we show someone a picture of friends or family members, we describe the picture to
them in detail. When we do Sc),
they get a clearer picture in their
I of our friend.
We can never completely
describe everything about our
friend’s life, but we can try to
describe him or her as best we
can. I would like to be aisle to
describe those people who I walk
by every day the same way, especially those who are poor, homeless, sick, lonely, sad and have no

Luther Kin& to pave the way for
everyone to pursue life, liberty,
and happiness, if they so choose.
I hope I have provided some
helpful information to your readers. I sincerely hope that the university decision makers, whoever
they are, will not fail again in their
responsibility as citizens of this
great country, and as educators, to
at least inform students of the sig-
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decided to take s lllll e bine out 01
our busy lives to spend time with
homeless kids in downtown Sail
Jose.
At first we didn’t know what to
say when we
saw young penplc from the
ages of 12 to
the
on
21
streets. Some
of them were
stoned
with
dilated eyes,
had
others
scars on their
wrists or anus,
others
and
simply had
nowhere to
go. We hung
out
with
them for 20
to 30 minutes
and started
to talk to a
few of them
about their
lives
and
what
they
liked to do.
Finally,
we asked two
teenagers,
Skip
and
Robert,
if
they wanted
to
see
a
movie,

EDDIE
ZACAPA

Looking
at the
pictures
in our
lives

One way to do this is to stop
and focus on people, and to
make time to acknowledge that
they are there. We need to humble ourselves and ask God to
pour down his love on its so that
we share that love with others.
Last summer my friends and I

awesome display of leadership.
humanity, and patriotism during
the American Civil War. He prevented our nation from splitting
into two hostile entities, and just as
importantly, abolished the cruel
institution of slavery when he
Emancipation
signed
the
Proclamation, thus unlocking die
door for fellow heroes like
Frederick Douglass and Martin
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Minds.
Dangerous
They jumped at
the opportunity.
On the way to
the theater
whytalket
Alen t
they did drugs
and what their
hopes were for the
future.
My friends, having done drugs in the
past, were aisle to relate.
They encouraged them
and told them there is
hope. After the movie, which,
coincidentally, was about staying in school and not giving
up, both Skip and Robert
moved.
"It made me feel like
going to school again," Skip
said hopefully. ’Thank you."
We I
g out with Skip a couple of more times after that, but
eventually got caught up with
life’s day-to-day interruptions. I
have not seen Skip or Frank since
then, but I remember them a lot
better than di had not taken the
time to go see a movie with thesis.
Now when I go to downtown
San Jose, I occasionally look out
for those two teenagers that
tanght me that life can have a lot
of U-turns. It’s important to realize that anyone can end up in
trouble, homeless and without
hope because a couple of bad
turns. But by giving people a
helping hand, you can IwIp others steer their way out of life’s pot
holes, like my friends who overcame drugs and the streets.
I can only hope I get another
oppor
ty to realize how special Skip and Robert truly are. At
least I will always have a photograph of them iti my heart and I
litqw they, too, will have gotten a
better picture of what people can
do when they take the time to
stop, focus and care.
Eddie Zarapa is a Spartan Daily
Miff Writ"
Ilk futurity appears evrty Thursday.

nificance of all our national holidays and observances
even
those that honor white guys.
Donna M. Fisher
Political Science

Opinion Page Policies
All Spartan Daily readers are encouraged to express
themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to the
Editor or Campus Viewpoint.
Letters or viewpoints must be typed and may be:
*put in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
office in Dwight Bente! Hall, room 909
4faxed to (408) 924-3237 or
emailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Page Editor,
School of Journalism and Mass Communications. San
Jose State University, One Washington Square, San Jose,
CA, 95192-0149.
Submissions become the ptopetry of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the author’s name,
address, phone number, signature and major.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus
of the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of
loun)alism and Mass Communications or SJSU.
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Alpha Eta Rho
General meeting and
elections. 5:30p.m. Aviation
Bldg., nn. 107. Call 2947951.
Asian American
Christian Fellowship
"File Good News!" 7:30p.m.
Student Union, Guadalupe
rm. Call 286-6427.

Improvised Music Studies
Mariachi workshop. (one unit
credit, registration is open).
7p.m.-9:30p.m. Music: Bldg.,
rm. 186. Call 929-4675.
The Listening Hour
SjSU electrti-acoustic ensemble, by Steve Reich. 12:30p.m.1:15p.m. Music Bldg., Concert
Hall. Call 9244631.
School of Art and Design
Student gallery exhibits:
Bob Moran, painting.
Sam Richardson ’s class.
Debbie Dag-ue, painting,
Gary Tolottlei, mixed media.
Beth Bresnan Se Kyoko
Fischer. painting and printmaking. Six various artists,
liberworks. I1a.m.-4p.m. Art
Bldg. Call 924-4330.

Black Student Union (HSU)
Meeting. 6p.m. Student
Union, Multicultural nit.
Call 9246220.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Weekday mass for faculty,
staff, students. 12:10p.iu.
195 E. San Fernando St.
Call 938-1610.
Chicano Commencement ’96
Meeting, 5:30p.m. Chicano
Library Resource Center,
Wahlriunt Library, rut. 307.
Call 924-8274
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
Alliance
Meeting. 330p.m.-5p.m.
MacQuarrie Hall, rm. 223.
Hispanic Business Association
Meeting. 5pan. Business
Classrooms, on. 4.
Call 383-8569.
Human Resource
Management Association
Talk on the topic of interviewing, with speaker Patti
Morehead.
Student Union, Costanoart
rut. Call 243-7294.

Sociology Club
Meeting, 3p.m.-9p.ut.
Dudley Mot arl lead I bill.
ma 220, (1.111 .,i2.4-7;328.
Spartan Christiim
Fellowship
Meeting. 12iic cc at. Stialc.iit
<Union, Cost:ammo rm.
Call 267-5787.

Chinese Campus Fellowship
Meetisig with a speaker.
2:30p.m.- 5p.m. Student
Union, Guadalupe rm.
Call 225-22’24.
Delta Lambda Phi
"the Mighty Lambda Man."
tti,an. Greg’s Ballmom.
Call 446-5203.
Latter-day Saint Students
Association (LDSSA )
Friday hinuit - "Saturday’s
Warrior Mt wie." 12:30p.m.
665. Seventh St.
Call 286-3313.
M.E.Ch.A.
Meeting. 2p.m. Chicano
Resource Center, Wahltitiist
libraiy, third floor.
Call 246-2565.
Muslim Student
Association (MSA)
Friday prayers, "Salat-ul
jimmudi." 1:15p.m.-2p.m.
Stitch-tit Union, Costatioaut
riti.Call 448-8212.
School of Art and Design
Student gallery exhibits:
Bob Moran, punning.
Sam Richardson’s class.
Debbie Ihigue, painting.
(.4.try Tolomei, narked media.
Beth Bresnan Sc Kyoko
Fischer, painting and printmaking. Six various artists,
ftherworks. flat.m.4pan. Art
BldgCall 929-4330.
Women’s Resource Center
(.40.0 011 iport go nip.
10:30pait. Administration
Bldg., on. 207. Call 9246500.
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Trash to treasure salvage yard
hordes flying cinema junk

PEOPLE
Clowning around with a Harvard honor
A bunch of wannabe Bozos
NEW YORK ()’lA
- ’Hie c i-owd of buffoons,
siclt’ in makeup, were not just clowning around.
1 hey were singing, dancing, juggling and doing
magic tricks in an effort to step into the size 83XXX shoes of Larry Harmon.
Harmon, the original Bozo the Clown, auditioned about 50 anen arid women Tuesday at the
I larley-Davidson Cafe.
Although he already has 71 fill-ins helping him
play Bozo on the road, at malls, in videos and
around the world, there’s always room for another
Bozo.
By cloning himself, Harmon reasons, "You’ve
got Bozo forever. You never have to let him go."
The young-at-heart Hannon, who refuses to
reveal his age, recently signed a contract to continue his TV show through 2001. (A clue: Fle
latinched Bozo on record albumin 50 years ago.)

Telethon star is cameo cabbie
LOS ANGELES (Al’) - Doesn’t that cabbie in
"Leaving Las Vegas" look familiar?
That’s Lou Rawls playing the taxi driver who
gives Academy Award nominee Elisabeth Shoe a
ride - plus advice and encouragement.
Besides the recognition for Shue, the film got
three other Oscar nominations, including best
actor for Nicolas Cage.
Not a surprise to Rawls.
"I knew the minute I walked on the set that
there was a special chemistry between Elisabeth
Shue and Nicolas Cage," he said Tuesday. "There
was a sense with all the crew and cast that we were
doing something memorable."
Rawls, who also stars as a club owner on TV’s
"Baywatch Nights," says the four nominations have
clearly boosted attendance.
"More and more people are coining up to me
to say they saw me in ’Leaving las Vegas,- he said.

Fleiss flick will have to do
SANTA ANA, Calif. (Al’) - You can see the
movie. just don’t hold your breath waiting for the
book.
"Heidi Fleiss: Hollywood Madam" opened in
Los Angeles and New York last week, but the protagonist is keeping her notorious black book to
herself.
"I have not done anything with the book
because it is full of painful memories and that’s
it," Fkiss said Tuesday.
Fleiss, 30, is awaiting sentencing in April for fedet al tax evasion and faces a maximuni seven years

in prison. Slic has a1cjcsaI,ci .5 i1nic-e.5, Gte sentence for pandering.
!ler address book reputedly is full of big show
business names who paid as much as $5,000 for a
night with her call girls.
"The only thing that bothers me about this
whole stupid affair is why I’m the only one going
Reiss said
lc c

Manilow totals his Rover
- Bat ic Manilow got tanLOS ANGElls
gled up ma four-vehicle crash oh i a nun-slick interstate, wrecking his 1993 Range RIV1.1
No one was injured in the in t ident Tuesday,
and Manilow was "absolutely fine," said Susan
Dubow, a spokeswoman for the entertainer.
The 49-year-old singer, whose hits include "I
Made It Through the Rain," was heading to his
Bel-Air home at the time of the crash, just after
noon.
He made it through the ordeal just fine, said
Dubow.
"He spent an hour on the side of the road signing autographs for other motorists al id ( :alit. aria
Highway Patrol officers," she said

Stone says no more dead presidents
BERLIN AP) - Oliver Stone says he’s done
making 1111 /VICS about U.S. presidents, at least for
now.
"All the power I had to make a political movie I
used, perhaps," the director said at the Berlin Film
Festival where "Nixon’ opened Tuesday.
"I made my two movies. I used die power I had
from ’JFK’ to make a movie about Nixon that I
knew would be a tough go. Nixon was not a popular man,’ Stone said.
Stone said he felt empathy with Nixon, partly
because he shared sonic characteristics with
Stone’s father: "Certainly the toughness. the stubbornness and always being right."
"Nixon" was nominated for four Academy
Awards. It is not competing at the film festival.

Han Solo honored by Hasty Pudding
-- II.1111.on Ford forCAMBRIDGE. Mass. \
got how to speak Woolue.
Ford donned a Medusa wig of snakes and a red
feather-fringed bra on Tuesday to pick tip his
Pudding Pot as Hasty Pudding Theatrical’s Maui of
the Year at Harvard University.
But the 53-year-old actor demurred when asked
to translate some snarls and growls from his furry
co-pilot Chewbarra.

I le even ran his business as a straightforward sal’
EL MIRAGE, Calif. (AP) - Need a reasonable fat simile of Air Force One, or five tons of space junk % age yard. Intl tie ciicuct Me customers increasingly
III 1111‘11 Sear, It for the right part.
strewn across an asteroid somewhere where man has picky owl. the
Ills fortune lay at 111.1,1 in 11 e transformation of
yet to boldly go? The likely place to find it is a Mojave
trash to treasure for II’lIvin 11.11.
Desert salvage yard.
"WWII yl111.11 cic.cIcuc ii salvagc . the guy always
When Jamie Lee Curtis swung from a helicopter
to kick tim, icc c .1 W:1111N .11111111,w color," the
she
was
Lies,"
of
"True
skid in die cliffhanger climax
VIC,
really clinging to a piece of Mark Thomson’s Midas ruddy, dccci lids as 1,1 I )II. 11 s.cicl."
horde ofjunk stored lovingly at his business, Aviation they get unit here and they’re t Inerfill and e. ,re, I
Warehouse, about 50 miles north of downtown Los It’s ’()oli and Alai.’ They’re so used to dealing with
papier mache airplanes, they can’t believe it when
Angeles.
When Sir Anthony Hopkins impersonated Richard they see die real thing."
Lockheed
A
Nixon recently in Oliver
Flektia that hmks like the
Stone’s film about the only
ccc
\IIccli.i
Earhart
U.S. president to resign the
1,1 II I I11 1 /1111\ 100 100MS up
highest office in the land, one
a ghost on the samly
mockups
Thomson’s
of
c I , .c 1. it was "flown" by
impersonated Nixon’s flying
Dial, Keaton in a table
office, Air Force One.
Mark l’hontson iitccii, at ,cci t time vanished
"Most of the stuff you see
Warehouse
oiler
Aviation
ai
cci cccccc bv, there’s an
on the screen these days is
ct
crunched
ours," Thomson saitl, surveymem! Hash that spreads
ing the quarter-mile-long yard
like a steel beach.
of aviation junk he maintains
"For Star Trek V they wanted 10 loads of scrap,"
at his salvage yard. "Our main income is movie mockThomson said. "None of this stuff came from crashes.
ups."
\Vc lost tear it up. Yccit can’t 1,11 the difference
Walking past his stacks of parts, wings, enginc,.
Icciaccti airplane intik and spa, eliii k’
cockpit sections and entire fuselages. Thomson li iks
I I is ...Aug(’ hi istiles. ilotio.lied mini about a dozen
at it cli in mild Wonder over his own success. I 11.’S S111,ail:anon-related
1..1 ago,
1/11,1 aircraft for about 300 movies during the I hISI
lievI
littgaticm 15egan ccc sisci logio1 Mao die profit margin.
Its is pretty got al lint. of work for business flier But illy salvage lohnics. god ticS 1,, an invreaSing
W. PI kl,w1.1 ni I loll\ %,,s .d. I /M ccc oho hiccuc c onipany
who earned a living in the seat -of-the-pants world ci
Inaliv a good eltI ci cod cdl scsi,ilotved like crows
general aviation. Thomson, 54, 1)11, led planes toi
landing on a len( C.
I I. a ftwood ,tat s sin Ii as David Janssen and Robeit
Wagner and 1, led Ins hand running a desert airport.
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Most of the stuff you see on tiu
screen these (lays is ours.
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Cow crime
leaves girl
wounded
- The
SAN BRUN( I(..\
farm’s idyllic image was slim tyres!
when someone broke into a barn.
stole some tools and stabbed an
800-pound pet steer that a young
member of the club was raising.
"When I found out, I was at a
(4-11) leadership conference and I
started crying. 1 didn’t know if he
was dead, said I aunt White, who
visited the farm twice daily to feed
and clean Mom.oe before the
attack.
In the three weeks suite the Jan.
28 attack. die high school j
-set! Monroe back to nearly
has
full health. But the wounds she
and the community feel - along
with Monroe’s scars - will take
longer 10 heal.
Otatraged comma iii i i y members
have offered a $2,750 reward for
information leading to die arrest
intl conviction of those responsible.

ADAPTEC TO THE RESCUE

HAVE NO FEAR!
I’LL SEE YOU ON
FEBRUARY 28!
/-

ADAPTEC Will SOON BE ON
CAMPUS CET READY
WWWADAPTEC.COM
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MCA picks up controversial recording label
Interscope known
for gangster rap,
alternative music
" NIVERSAI. CITY
MCA
Inc. paid $200
inidion%Vechiesday to
quire 50 percent of
fittiiscope
ords, a leading label for alternative
7. k and gangster rap music.
deal brings MCA’s music division some of the
!Ir.! test
and most controversial acts in the
recording business, from rappers Tupac Shakur and
5000p Doggy nogg to alternative rock acts Bush.
ennuis and Nine Inch Nails.
;:MC.V. at
comes five months after Time
*anal 111,-. dropped its stake sold back to
scope for 4115 million it the midst of attacks
,xplicitly violent and
lyrics. Among those

blasting Tune Warner’s 50 percent lnterscope ownership were Sen. Bob Dole and William Bennett, the
former education secretary.
As part of the agreement. MCA’s domestic and
international distribution arms will handle most of
Interscope’s records. MCA reserved the right to pass
on "objectionable" records Interscope might be considenng releasing.
it sill be done on a case-by-case, record-by-record
basis,- Doug Morris, chairman of the MCA Music
Enter-Li lllll tent Group, said in an interview.
"Interscope understands what our agenda is."
Morris was one of Interscope’s staunchest defenders when he ran Time Warner’s domestic music
group. Morris was ousted in a power battle with
Michael Fuchs, since fired as chairman of the Warner
Music Group.
"We are going back to a very good relationship we
had with Doug," said jimmy lovine, the co-founder of
Interscope Records. "We had built a company together and when management changed at Time Warner,

Candidates spread out
to woo primary voters
. \AS} IINGTON (Al’) Fresh from
the tumult of together a suing of impressive victories and shown
New Hampshire, the GOP presidential race himself to be a viable candidate."
Gov. Fife Symington of Arizona said Buchanan
irednesday entered a 10-day stretch in which voters in
fir states will test Pat Buchanan’s momentum and could "absolutely" win his state’s primary next
anb Dole’s ability to rebound.
Tuesday and capture the 39 delegates at stake.
’or former Tennessee Gov. Lamar Alexander, who
"His support is very broad and he may very well be
placed a solid third in New Hampshire, this next the nominee of our party," Symington said. "Anarchy
Phase of the campaign , ,n1,1 prove frustrating. Fie is is the best term to describe what is going in on the
riot well organized in :Inv of the next five states to politics of this country today. There is a very fundaNitsie, and some Remibli, ails wondered if he could mental anti-Washington ferment across the land and
Pat Buchanan is tapping into it."
ripe sorely needed lilt ids.
:As the campaigns made quick
Arizona polling shows the race
(aCtical adjusunents, Buchanan’s
wide open.
victory sent shivers through a GOP
Looking at the next five
MANCHESTER, N.H. (AP)
contests, GOP observers said it was
establishment that views bins as a
The fact In’ ran last among
critical for Dole to win North and
threat not only to retaking the
the major candidates in the
White House but to maintaining
South Dakota next Tuesday. These
New Hampshire presidential
Zt..4p1ublican congressional majoristates have only 18 delegates each,
primary
will
not
deter
ties.
but Kansan Dole carried them in
Congressman Bob Dornan
: The
consensus
view
in
his 1988 campaign and has a fannfrom pursuing the Republican
Washington and among most
state affinity.
presidential nomination, he
StUpublican
elected
officials
Delaware,
which
votes
said Wednesday.
remained that Buchanan would
Saturday, is a wild card. Publishing
WMUR-TV reported the
pint and sonic
argued fiercely
heir Steve Forbes is the only active
California congressman was
(!iiiald not capture the GOP
candidate who has campaigned
dropping out after a disapnOmination and that either Dole
there and was scheduled there
pointing finish in Tuesday’s
would recover or Alexander would
Thursday and Friday. After his
Republican presidential primaGruerge as the nominee.
fourth-place showings in Iowa and
"In a fragmented field, 25 or 26
New Hampshire, however, his
"They made that up out Of
percent of the vote appears to be a
standing has plummeted everywhole cloth," Doman said.
victory," said Texas Gov. George W.
where.
Bush. who is neutral in the presiDelaware GOP Sen. William
dential race. "But pretty soon, when it gets down to Roth endorsed Dole on Wednesday, and the Dole
niavb, two candidates, 2t1 percent of the vote doesn’t campaign rushed a poll into the field to determine
do v,rc well."
whether it should air TV ads there. But senior cam:.tztte these establishrisean voices vistreAhastised by paiguaisks said it warlikely Dole would not make a
others in the party who said the time for undertstimajor Mitt there. Neither will Buchanan or
mating Ilnehatian was over
Alexander -and no otie would venture a guess on
n be the nominee," said Christian Saturday turnout.
-11. Ii
Cu. lilt ii exe/ wive director Ralph Reed. "He has put

Dornan not quitting

itjust didn’t work out any more."
Those records deemed unacceptable will be manufactured, distributed and marketed by unrelated companies, and MCA will not share in the profits.
C. Delores Tucker, a frequent critic: of Time
Warner’s Interscope deal, said it was "laudable and
commendable" that MCA will not distribute objectionable recordings.
But in a statement, Tucker said, "The position of
the National Political Congress of Black Women has

always been and still remains that anyone who promotes and distributes music that defames women,
that is pornographic, obscene and misogynist, and
pimps pornography to our children, will be the target
of our challenge and protest."
While much of the focus on the deal will be linked
to Interscope’s gangster rappers, Morris said he was
particularly excited about Interscope’s rock roster.
MCA’s own rock acts have performed poorly recently,
with the exception of the band Live.

Snoop judge declares mistrial
LOS ANGELES (AP) jurors who acquitted
"f he failure to obtain a murder conviction was
rapper Snoop Doggy Dogg and his former body- another defeat for the Los Angeles County district
guard of murder in the 1993 shooting death of a attorney’s office, which has suffered a series of setgang member deadlocked on a lesser charge of vol- backs in high-profile cases including the Oj.
untary manslaughter Wednesday.
Simpson and Menendez brothers murder trials.
. Le jurors said they deadlocked 9-3 in favor of
"We did the best job we could, we put out the
acquittal.
evidence we had," prosecutor Robert Grace said.
"It now appears to the court that the jury is "We’re not criticizing the jury, we just don’t agree
hopelessly deadlocked and I have declared a mistri- with them."
al," said Superior Courtjudge Paul G. Flynn.
Prosecutors claimed Broadus and Lee followed
The jurors also acquitted Use rapper, whose real Woldemariatu to a west Los Angeles park and shot
name is Galvin Broadus, of a separate charge of him after Woldemariam, 20, flashed a gang sign
and shouted an obscenity from a car passing by
accessory after the fact.
The mistrial only applies to the manslaughter Broadus’ apartment.
Defense lawyers claimed self-defense, arguing
charges. Prosecutors said they had not decided
that Woldeniariam, a local gang member, was
whether to retry the pair on those charges.
Broadus, dressed in a
going for a gun in the
waistband of his pants
dark pinstriped suit and his
when Lee fired at him
hair pulled back in a braid;
showed little emotion when
from a jeep driven by
Broadus.
the verdict was read by the
Ointradictory
court bailiff
witness testimony hinThe judge seta statnt conferenc.e for March 18. He
dered prosecutors. Two
Paul G. Flynn of
Woldemariam’s
reduced the bail of each
Superior
Court
judge
defendant from $1 million
friends initially told
police that he was
to $100,000 each and
removed electronic moniunarmed when he was
toring but warned them to
shot but later admitted
taking a weapon from Woldemariam’s body and
show up in court
"Be aware that if you fail to appear, it’s the same hiding it to set Broadus and Lee up for a murder
deal in you go," Flynn said.
charge.
The shooting and subsequent trial has had little
The rapper’s mother, Beverly Broadus, said fatnily and friends planned to celebrate the verdict at a effect on Broadus’ young musical career.
restaurant Wednesday night.
Just months after the shooting. Broadus’ debut
"I am so happy and grateful and I thank the 1993 album "Doggystyle" hit No. 1 in sales in its
Lord," Ms. Broadus said. ’It’s been so stressful first week of release and went on to sell 4 1/2 Milsome days, but God showed us the way."
lion copies.
On Tuesday, the jury acquitted the 24-year-old
Broach’s received the male artist of the year tro.
rapper and former bodyguard McKinley Lee of phy in 1994 at the Billboard Music Awards along
first- and second-degree murder and a charge of with MTV’s 1994 best rap video award for the sinconspiracy to commit assault in the Aug. 25, 1993, gle "Doggy Dogg World,"
shooting death of Philip Woldemariam.
Broadus was born and raised in a tough section
The seven-man, five-woman jury declared itself of eastern Long Beach, a port city 15 miles southat a stalemate on the charge of voluntary west of downtown Los Angeles.
manslaughter against Broadus and Lee and a
He got his start as a writer and featured vocalist
on t)r. Dre’s hit 1992 album "The.rgaronk." As
chaigufAccessory after the fact against Broadus...
Flytiltlaitered the jurors to illihrtiileliberations gangsta rappers, they are part or a stark and con.
on thei.two coniusafter one jiagar,frild the judge frontarional musical genre that has been criticized
the panel might be able to break the deadlock.
for glorifying violence and degrading women.
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It now appears to the court that
the jury is hopelessly deadlocked
and I have declared a mistrial.
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Donald McNamara, executive
director of the industry-sponsored
Egg Nutrition Center, criticized
the consumer group’s attack on
eggs as a source of cholesterol, saying the real health problem is saturated fat.
"You’ve got to look at more than
just the fat and cholesterol," he
said in an interview.
Previous
studies
by
the
Washington-based
consumer
group have examined the healthfulness of restaurant-prepared
Chinese and Italian foods, deli
sandwiches and movie-theater popCOM.

Take Matters Into
Your Own Hands

dung,.

ENTER TO WIN ENTERTAINMENT PACKAGE FOR TWO!
One merle far aro people. wary week /or year PLUS 104 Light Plell Ark* Day hewer Sae theatre FIJI derails
No purrhase necessary Take hght rail to US Pa,ohon 8 Daily service enended to I 0010 accommodate movarwers

MAXIMUM
COMFORT

survey at a news conference. "We
found many breakfasts that give
you an entire day’s worth of fat, saturated fat, sod
and cholesterol
all before 10 o’clock in the
morning."
The margarine industry, calling
the consumer-advocacy group
"alarmist" and "food police," said
its latest study "totally ignored the
reduced-fat margarine choice" for
breakfast at restaurants.
The study "implies that margarine and butter are the same,
giving consumers a license to go
back to butter," the National
Association of Margarine Manufacturers said in a statement.

ARTA-CISION ’96

BRAVEHEART

MADISON
COUNTY

WASHINGTON (Al’) Start
the day with a typical family-style
restaurant breakfast and you could
be getting nearly a day’s worth of
fat and more than 1,100 calories
all before that morning meeting, a consumer group said
Wednesday.
Diners can get healthier breakfasts at these restaurants by ordering cautiously and requesting substitutions, said Jayne Hurley, senior
nutritionist at the Center for
Science in the Public Interest
"Most people don’t realize how
bad typical breakfast platters really
are," said Hurley, who announced
results of the group’s latest food
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Gymnasts look to soar in Big West Conference meet

Sports Focus
Briefs
For &h. 21
Women’s Tennis

From Left Field

gymnast
Toro Law we
lead the
SPortons
agonst UC
Santo Borboto
..ow tied the
school recotd
The mutt on
Feb 3
See story on pages

Schedule
PHOTO BY CHRIS SIMESCU SPARTAN DAD 1’
SJSU gymnast Suzanne Ryan performs a difficult jump on the balance beam during the January 26 meet against Cal State Fullerton
at Spartan Gym.

For Feb. 20-25
Baseball
SJSU at CS Sacramento,
Friday and Saturday,
2 p.m., Muni Stadium.
CSU at SJSU,Sunday,
Muni Stadium, 1 p.m.

Spartans continue to improve
finished with a team score of
189.150.
"Santa Barbara is similar to
Sacramento State, which we beat
last time," Walker said.
As the team continues to
improve week by week the SJSU
gymnasts have high hopes for
the meet against the Gauchos.
"I think we can beat (Santa
Barbara). We have a lot stronger
team," said senior gymnast Anne
Wheaton.
SJSU gymnast Courtenay Cole
said, "We’re cleaner, more polished."
The Spartans are still trying to
get the scores needed to qualify
for the Regional Championships
this season.
"Everyone has to gain two
more tenths of a point for the

By Paul Eiser
Spanaa Dady Staff Writer

Men’s Basketball
SJSU at UC Santa
Barbara,Thursday at
7 30 p.m.
SJSU at Longbeach
University. Saturday,
7:30 p m

The SJSU gymnastic team is
vaulting into a meet with
University of California, Santa
Barbara 7:30 Friday night at the
Spartan Gym after a record shattering meet against Sacramento
State.
The latest available rankings
put SJSU in eighth place, just
above Santa Barbara.
According to SJSU gymnastics
coach Jackie Walker, SJSU did
have difficulty in its last meet
State
Sacramento
with
University. but was able to outperformed the Hornets. It was a
close match. The team earned
the highest score in the Big West
Conference with a final team
score of 191.125. Sacramento

Women’s Basketball
SJSU at CS Fullerton.
Friday, 7:30 p.m.
SJSU vs. UC Irvine at the
Event Center, Sunday, 2
p.m.
Women’s Swimming
SJSU in Big West
Championship, FridaySunday at Long Beach.
Calif.
Women’s Tennis
SJSU at Saint Mary’s
Tuesday, 2 p.m.

Span. Daily Staff Report

The SJSU baseball team (6-5)
will look to add to its three game
winning streak when it takes on
CSU Sacramento (3-9) in a three
game
series,
beginning Friday.
Also looking to
continue streaks
of their own, second
baseman
Patrick
Walsh,
who leads the
team with a .442
batting average
will try to continue his 11 -game hit
Panick Walsh
streak.

Men’s Gymnastics
SJSUat Stanford,
Saturday, 7:30 p.m
Stanford gym.
Women’s Gymnastics
SJSUat UC Santa
Barbara, Friday, 7:30
P.m.

Third baseman Ryan Johnson,
who has a .409 batting average, will
attempt to add to his own 10-game
hitting streak.
The Spartans will play Friday’s
and
Saturday’s
games
in
Sacramento, then the series shifts
to San Jose’s Municipal Stadium at
1 p.m. on Sunday.
"I hope our team stays committed to meeting our goals," SJSU
baseball coach Sam Piraro said.
Piraro said that one of the keys
to a successful season would rely
on team growth and improvement.
The team will play 25 non-conference games until March 22,
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team," Cole said. "Clean up that
little bit more."
The team has been working
hard to improve itself, both
physically and mentally. They’ve
been practicing every day to prepare themselves.
"We’ve been very focused on
ourselves," Wheaton said.
According to Wheaton, the
team has also been practicing
visualization. "We watch ourselves doing our sets, doing perfect. It’s a real mental sport."
"We are paying a great deal of
attention to detail ... do what we
do as close to perfection as possible," Walker said.
The strategy appears to be
working. The team is constantly
setting new high scores. So far
this season, the team has broken

eight out of ten school records.
"I think our top team floor
score will be in the top 15 in the
nation," Walker said.
The team has set new beam
records twice this season and set
a new record for bars and floor.
"We’ve broken our vault
record three times," Cole said.
The team is confident it in
continue this winning sti eak
throughout the season.
"I think we can do just as
good as we did last week or even
better," said learn captain
Hawley Ahnstech.
In their last meet against
Sacramento State, the Spartans
broke six school records including highest team score by 2 1/2
See Gymnastics, Page 7

Baseball team tries to keep streak alive

Men’s Tennis
Spartans at UNLV,
Friday, Las Vegas.
Spartans at New
Mexico State,Saturdizr,
Las Vegas.
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Making seven appearances out
of the bullpen in the first eleven
games of the seasonjustin Farias
(1-1, 2.87 era) is the workhorse of
the staff, matching tlw team lead
with 16 strikeouts in his 15 2/3
innings.
"They have outstanding pitching," Piraro said of CSU’s pitching
staff. "They got off to a slow start,
but came in thinking the had the
best eitching staff in the conference.
CSU is coining off a series
against Grand Canyon University,
winning only one of three games.
The Spartans went 22-33 last
season.

BOUND & GAGGED BY DANA SUMMERS
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In order to steal second base in
baseball, a player has to take his
)01 off of first.
The SJSU baseball team is not
only advancing to second, but it is
winning ball games.
The Spartans (6-5) have a three
game winning streak and are looking to expand it against Cal State
Sacramento in this weekend’s
series.
As the Spartans started the season by coasting past No.5 ranked
t versity of California, 7-4, and
lit a two-game series with Cal
State Los Angeles, they showed
early signs of being a top-notch
team.
ble
But soon they would s
and dip under .500 with an 3-5
record.
"Our goal is to get better each
and every week," SJSU baseball
coach Sam Piraro said. "To
improve on a weekly basis and battle the hardest by the time we get
into the conference."
The Spartans have until March
22, when they start conference
play, to prove they will not just be
a push over this season.
They may be on their way now.
With three games under their belt
and two players batting over .400
the Spartans could be returning
to their winning fonn.
SJSU has had seven winning
seasons in the last nine years. In
I989-(.10 the team posted back-toback 40 win seas( ins,43-17 and 41)19.
With Piraro in the dug out, the
Spartans could provide the magic
that the 41 -year-old coach has
maintained through the years. He
has a 286-222-2 record at SJSU.
But what about ,the let down
List year? SJSU went 21-33.
"We have a lot of returning
players and tough youngsters.
Piraro said. "I have seen growth
and development and I hope it
translates to success."
Maybe this little winning streak
is a glimpse of what is to come. If
it is, one thing that the players will
have to do is stayed focused day in
and (lay out.
"This series is no different from
the series last week and the series
before that," Piraro said of the
upcoming series against CSU.
"Our goal is to try to beat the
game.
With :mire than 40 games yet to
play continuity becomes important.
Players that can provide that
g averare Walsh, who has a Ix
age of .442 and a 11 -game hitting
streak, and third baseman Ryan
Johnson, who has a .409 batting
average and a 10-game hitting
streak. Ace Rich Ledeit (2-0, 1.44
ERA)will also provide help on the
mound.
"We’re going to have to be
opportunistic," Piraro said. "Wien
we get a chance, we have to break
them."
As king as they keep their foot
off first, these boys will take sec( md.
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where the Big West Conference
games begin.
In this weekend’s series the
Spartans will count on their ace,
Rich Ledeit (2-0, 1.44 ERA), who
will start Friday’s game, the thirtyfourth meeting between the two
schools in their history, with SJSU
winning 22 of 33 games overall
against the Hornets.
Jason Davis (0-1,2.86 era), who
leads the team with 16 strikeouts
this season, will start on Saturday
for SJSU.
Israel Long (2-0, 2.95 era) will
start at home on Sunday, fresh off
a busy week where he started three
games for the Spartans.
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Baseball
players
keep focus
EDDIE
ZACAPA

The SJSU women’s tennis
team will play Notre
Dame-Belmont in their
tenth match of the season
Thursday at 3 p.m. at the
Spartan Courts.
SJSU enjoyed a sweeping victory in their last
match with Southern Utah
Monday (7-0).

ON CAMPUS
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Gymnastics: Records
From page I
points. Almstedt achieved her
highest scores in vault, floor,bars
and all around.
Her all around score of 38.6 was
the fourth highest in the history of
SJSU. Bridgett Coates’ all around
score of 38.875 was the highest
score at the meet and a new record
for the Spartans.
Tara Law finished second in
beam, third on bars and second on
floor. Law holds the highest score
for beam at 9.825 and holds the
second and third highest allaround score with 38.675 and
38.625.
"We have to re-write the record
book after every meet," Almstedt
said.

The team is strong in all the
events, but still need to show souse
unprovement in certain areas.
Floor exercise is our strongest
event. We still are working to
improve our yanks," Walker said.
Although there are no debilitating injuries, the team is experiencing some discomfort, according to
Walker.
"The kids are in pain in practice.
They have to be tough," Walker
said.
"Each time we’ve gone out the
team has built more self-confidence," Walker said. "Hopefully
it’ll make it easier this time out."

PHOTO BY CHRIS
SIMESW SPARTAN DAILY

Hawley
Almstedt performs the floor
exercise at
the Spartan
Gym on
January 26
against Cal
State
Fullerton

The Spartans will fact UC Santa
Barbara at the Spartan Gym at
7:30 p. tn. on Friday.

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee implied. The
olemalfied columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EVENTS
DON’T MISS OUT!!
Only 7 Days Left
Until Job Fair ’96
Wednesday, February 28,96
10am 3pm. Event Center

SPORTS/THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Free! all, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned P. operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

EMPLOYMENT
SANDWICH MAKERS
S8.00/hour to start.
Sourdough Eatery
Tues./Wed./Thur./Fn. Days
Apply@ 848 N. First St. San tee.
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN
and rewarding job? Become a
teacher or a subsitute for our
school -age day care program.
These are great positions for
students. Most teacher positions
are afternoons, M-F. Substitute
positions are perfect for those
who have only one or two after
noons available. Units in ECE,
Rec, Psy, Soc. or Ed are required.
Please call Small World Schools
at 408-379-3200 ext. 21.
Shoreline Goi lJnIts-NOW HIRING
Woking for a fun job in a beautiful
setting? Shoreline Golf Links is
the place for you. Hfl’gu, Pro shop,
DrMng range, & Snack bar area’s.
Call now for info: 415.9036133.

PARENT EDUCATOR
Reinvent Parenting Program for
DD Adults 25.30 hours per wk.
FAST FUMAAISER - Rase $500,, 5 89.$11/hr. Fax resume 248-4464.
days-Gmeks. Gnac:e, C16s, =Waled
individuals. Fast. easy - No financial LOCAL ENIERTAIKINENT CONPANY
obligation 1800862-1982 ext.33. is looking for enthusiastic and
energetic team players to do face
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN!
painting, balloon animal sculpturOnly $57.00 pa year.
ing, and lead children’s games. Will
Save 30% - 6C%
train. Pay vanes with experience.
on your dental needs.
Call 408-269-5701.
For nfo cat 1800-655.3225.
SPORTS Marketing/Management
Intern. Seeking motivated individual with good communication and
TUTORING
organizational skills. PT Flexible.
Fax resume to 408-370-2634.
EXPERIENCED TUTOR
Grad Student will tutor Physics,
Chemistry, Math and Computer SALES, INSIDE, PT. For students
Science. First session is free. with great voices, good commum
cation and the desre to make money.
Call Steve: 408985.9192.
Sue 995.5905. Hiring now!

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CAMPUS CLUBS
JOIN THE CELTIC HERITAGE CLUB.
Enjoy tamirg about Irish, Scottish,
and Welsh culture. Explore the
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open
to all students interested in
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and
culture. For more information,
call Kelly at (408) 927-7925.

SUMMER CAMP JOBS!
Counselors needed for Girl Scout
resident camps in Santa Cruz
Mtns. Specialty staff needed for
Kitchen, Maintenance, Arts, Lrfeguarding, Environmental Ed. and
Horseback riding. Join us! Call
408-287-4170 for more info.

AUTOCAD Level 12/13 Operator/
Designer. High purity gas facilities
design & installation. Piping drawTRAVEL
ings, schematics, field verification,
as-builts. Part-time school year,
EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Cal full time other. Contact & get
State Hayward s Bangkok sum- resume to Dick Sillan, 924-3928.
mer Quarter / discover Thailand Mailbox Eng. 491. Leave message.
Tour. Under $3,500. Academic
credit. June 17 to August 6. GREAT PAY, FLEXIBLE HOURS.
10 to 40 hours per week. Counters
Info: Julie Clark, 510.885.3538.
& drivers needed. Got a sense
of humor? If so, come on down.
COMPUTERS ETC. Pizza A GoGo 117 E. San Carlos.
REMANUFACTURED
Hewlett-Packad Carrouter Prcducts.
90 Day Warranty
Vectra 486, various models
Laserlet II and III, all models
Officelet and Officelet LX
Fax 900 and 950
Call for pricing
18001 887-9654
MasterCard/Visa
8$ WE PAY TOP CASH tiS
"For Old/Used Computer
Memory & CPU’s.
"We Buy/Trade-in/Sell
Memory for IBM/MAC/SUN.
1-800-808-8356.

COMPUTER TECHS -TANDEM
Software Development Support Requires hands-on Unix & Sun
work station experience. Develop
tools for program developers.
Emulation Configuration/Toolsrnith Develop debug & support new
emulation control scnpts. Create
functional emulation configurations. Translate & write Verilog
modules. Must have Unix 8, ’C’
programming experience (Venlog
desired)& know Sun workstations.
Both positions: Part-time school
year, full-time other. Top Pay!
Contact & get resume to Dick
Sillan, 924-3928. Mailbox Eng.
491, leave message.

FOR RENT
2 BDRI( APARTMENT - $800/1110.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-8893.
LARGE 2 BEDROOM, 2 full baths
apartment. 2 blocks from school.
$825/mo. Secured underground
parking is available. Will not last!
Call 378-1409.

SHARED HOUSING
ROOM FOR RENT near Alameda
& Taylor. Young male, nonsmoker, no drugs. to share house with
three males, two disabled. $200
per month, equal share utilities,
plus 10 hours a week assisting
disabled. References required.
Call Carl 2768484.

Women’s
soccer adds
12 players
Spartan Lla.1) Mall Report

DeAnza College All-Anierican
soccer players Julie Rucknegel
and Rebecca Jimenez. both
defenders, and Stacie Savage, a
forward, are among 12 players
who will join the SJSL: women’s
soccer team this fall. The
announcement was made by head
coach Philippe Bliss.
Others headed for SJSU included two more forwards, five
defenders, a midfielder, and a
gaolie.
SJSU was 10-6 last year.

Phone: 924-3277 III FAX: 924-3282
BEN 8 JERRY’S
Ice Cream Parlor
Now hiring manager
& assistant manager
for San Jose Location.
Call (3101546-1717
Fax resume (310)5461597.

COLLEGE STUDENT -TO DO" LIST
_Register for class _Roommate
_Place to love _Student loan _Buy
books _""FIND A JOB!!" _Strike
up a conversation with that nice
looking person I met at registration.
"We can’t help you with everything but we may be able to help
WORK-STUDY CLERK 10/12 hrs you with a jnh
wk. $6/hr. Literal Studies Program.
Would you like a position that
Start Now! Use a Mac. 924-4414,
wdl canpliment your dass schedule?
Positicns available ttrcisraz Sat
JOBS JOBS JOBS
kse, Sarta Owe, Fremont & Milpitas.
Borg- Warrior Protective Service
VANGUARD
FLEXIBLE HOURS
SECURITY SERVICES
FT/PT/Weekends only
Apply M-F 8arn-5pm.
$7-59
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
Unarmed security officers
comer Scott/San Tomas.
Prestigious client sites
Medical Benefits
ADVERTISING SALES
Training/Uniforms provided
for English/Spanish Newspaper.
Military experience a plus
Little experience OK. will train.
CALL OUR 24 HOUR JOB HOTUNE Car required. 20% commission
1-800-385-9419
paid daily. Flex hours available.
or apply in person
Call John at 4367850.
501W. HamiltoneSah Tcmas Exp,
Campbell, CA (408) 378-9760
P/T BOOKKEEPER/CLERICAL
eoe/m/f/d/v drugfree workplace. position for Contracting Co. in
Campbell. Flexible hours.Call
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED 408.369-1898.
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed liEs immediate TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS
area. Fulltime/part-time openings. Elem. school-age recreation prog.,
Call today 1-415-968-9933. P/T from 2-6pm. M.F during the
International Bartenders School. school year. turns into F/T (or Piti
during sum, camp prog. Sint. sal
SUMMER CAMP JOBS!
Los Gatos/Srtga, Rec. Dept. call
Counselors needed for Girl Scout Janet at 354-8700x23. (Not aval.
day camp in San Jose: Administra- school year) Call for summer emtive, Counselors, Special Needs, ploymentlifeguanzet camp leaders).
Arts & Nature. Join us! Call 408287-4170 for more info.
DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK?
Our 129 year old publishing con}
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD
pany. Southwestern, is looking to
POSITIONS AVAILABLE!
select 8-10 students from SJSU
Interested in arts/ent. for SJSU? to work in our summer program.
Accepting applications for office Average profit front summer work:
staff & director positions. Apply $5,766. For interview information
at A.S. Office, Student Union. call (408)241-9903.
Room 360, Ph. 924-6240.
TEACHER: Cupertino Montessori
SWIM 116TRUC1ORS/SIJMNER 96 School needs Class/Daycare asst.
WSI, CPR. FA, LG req. Please
(10:30.6:30/2:30-6:30) Elemt.
send resume & cert. to: West age. Benefits. Call 255.3770.
Coast Aquatics / Attn: JFN
PO Bck 110007. CampbelL 95011, TEACHER: Before & After School
Program, F/T. Paid medical.
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
dental & vacation. ECE or Rec,
FT/PT positions with infants, units required. Resume to:
toddlers, preschool 8, school age. Frederick Ferrer. @ Gardner
Great advancement and growth Children’s Center, 611 Willis Ave
opportunity. Good benefits. Immed. San Jose. CA, 95125. EOE.
openings. ECE exper. preferred.
Call Action Day Nurseries, KITCHEN Clean-up helper needed
408-9961437.
T-Th/6:308pm, F/12:302prn. Lv.
name & ph. # @ 292-7303, &abet.
S40,000/YR INCOME
potential. Home Typists/PC WORK P/T VYM4 DISABLED ADULTS
users. Toll Free 1-800-898- evenings & weekends in their own
9778 Ext. T-2236 for listings. homes. $7.21/hr. Call Greater
Opportunities at 248-4464. Live-in
SECURITY. ACUFACTS, INC.
also available.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Corporate Sites, Top Pay!
P/T CAR PREP/DRIVER
Too many benefits to list
You will keep our cars shipshape
, Swing, Grave Shifts, F/f &P/T. washing, vacuuming checiing %ads
Cala api*rn paste). firtonSun7.7. and driving. Positions are now
4(8.2865880. 5550 Menian Ave. available at our San Jose Airport
bhvn Si, Carte and Palencia,
location. We offer flexible schedtehtd the Cad and Party Store.
ules in a fast.paced, friendly
environment. Candidates must be
CERTIFIED AEROBICS Instructors a least 18 (with college credits)
wanted to teach aerobics classes and possess a good driving
for Associated Students Campus record. Please apply in person
Recreation on SJSU campus. Call with your DMV printout at:
Jodi at 924-6217.
ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR
1350 N. First Stieet (LeBaron Hotel)
YMCA TEACHERS/DIRECTORS.
San Jose, California
FT/PT School-age childcare (6.i. ECE)
(408)452.1100.
preferred. M-F, 2.6 flex. Looking
for fun creative people who are
$ EARN EXTRA CASH S
willing to make a difference.
up to $120/week!
Summer opportunity also availBecome a Sperm Donor.
able (childcare, camp, aquatics). Healthy males. 19-34 years old.
For more information, call Marie Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
at 408-3701877.
Contact California Cryobank
415324-1900, M -F, 8.5pm.

BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE
Parthine, am/ pm shifts, flexible
hours. Serving Downtown Sallose
Inner City Express. Apply in person.
22 West Saint John. San Jose.

WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & wrrting. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for free phone consultation:
(415) 525’0505...ask for Daniel.

TELEMARKETING
Sell Calif’s best newspapers.
Flexible hours, open 9am to 9pm
7ctays a week. Hourly, plus bonus.
Near Light Rail, Transit
Call Today, Work Tomorrow.
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
Downtown
408.4940209
Campbell
408-364,2700
Office positions also available. WRITING HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting, gnostwriting.
COCKTAIL WAITRESSES NEEDED Essays, letters, application
for new classy Asian Nightclub. statements, proposals, reports.
Excellent tips. Weekend / evening etc. For more info, please call
shifts. Call James at 7297829.
Dave Bolick at 510401-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall.
535,000/YR. INCOME
potential. Reading books. Toll CRIME PREVENTION NFORMATION
Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. R1-9004322-COPS
2236 for details.
Personal Safety
Home security
BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS! HIRING
Vehicle security
NOW! 5 P/T PR & PROMO jobs
Child safety
earning $10 hr. to $400/week.
Consumer assist
Jobs filled on a first come basis,
information
call 408-249-8446.
$1.70- mm, (9-min max)
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
THE COP-UNE, Morgan Hill, CA
for egg donation. Desperate
Bus, Fh.# 408-683.5723.
Asian couples need your help
to conceive. Can you help?
Ages 21-30, healthy and
SCHOLARSHIPS
responsible. Generous stipend
and expenses paid. Please call $1,000 STUDENTSCHOLAHPS
WWFC 1-510-820-9495.
$1.000 scholarships and various
awards sponsored by Packaging
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
Industry! Enroll in Packagirg for
mailing our curculars. For info call eligibility. Scholarships available for
1-301-306-1207.
Spnng and Fall 1996. Graduates
receive 5 or more job offers.
Staring salaries from $30k...
WANTED
For details, contact Dr. Jorge
Marcondes, Packaging Program
WANTED STUDENTS SEEKING $S
Coordinator at 408/924-3210.
For Job Fair 96
IS 207 or CCB 2(0.
Wednesday, February 28-1996
10am-3pm. SW Event Center.
FREE MONEY For Your Education!
Apply for your share in millions of
WANTED 100 STUDENTS.
unclaimed private sertor aid. Call
Lose 8100 lbs. New metabolism Scholarship Resource Services.
breakthrough. I lost 15 lbs. in 3 408-261-8676.
weeks. R.N. assisted program.
Guaranteed results. 535.00 cost. COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED?
Free gift. 1-8006660841.
We can help. Private money.
No pay Pack. For details, call
HANDICAPPED MAN looking for 510,7,208-1,,,-710.171-887
live-in companion. Call after 4pm.
3703604.

WORD PROCESSING

OPPORTUNITIES
HOME MAILERS WANTED!
$50 0 ! eek nossilde.
Future Quest. Box 15199 San
r 121 7.7

SERVICES
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY.
Assistance with Visas and Green
Cards, Reasonable Rates, Call
Tamara Daney 415.267-7267.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock.
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
Call Bill at 408,298-6124.
COCHRELL’S
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
ut Professional
Association of Resume Writers.
Reasonable Rates.
(408) 356-6782.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
hapers; theses
Scierio, & Li,
our specialty. L -r printing. Free
spell check ah.: storage. APA.
Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul or Virginia 408-251-0449

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when malting
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

AUTOS FOR SALE
MITSUBISHI ECUPSE GS ’90 Ohre
5sp, 74k. pw,p1, ps, an, cc, stereo.
alarm. $7250. oho. 510441 2558.
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DAILY CLASS/RED - LOCAL RATES

FOR NATIONAL/AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

OCIEJOCIDOEICIFF1DOPOEDLIIEMELJDOLT_ELIE
OCIODEKICIOMEDOOFILIED-JOEIMPEJDHOOL
CIDEMIDEMIlOODEIDEL DEOLIFIIHrnilm
OCEKTIOODOED1MOD=OD
Name

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
One
Two
Day
Days
3 lines
15
$7
4 lines
16
$8
$7
Sun..
$9
Olin..
$8
$10
$1 for each additional line

Three
Days

$9
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
Ill
$12
$13
$14

Five Address
Days
$13 Cnv & AA*
$14
Phone
$15
$16
Send check

Spartan Daily Classifieds
After the fifth day, rate Increases by $1 per day. San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192.0149
First line 125 spaces) set bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additonal words available in bold for $3 each
r l)aglil

REAL ESTATE

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70

GOVT FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on 81. Delinquent Tax,
Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area, Toll
Free 180)898-9778 Ext. 142236
for current listings.

15-19 lines: $110

bentel Hall Room 209
Classiliei I fie,:k . k),.-ate,t
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepad
No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive pubItcalons dates only

IS QUESTIONS? CALL (408)0244277

Please check
one classification:
.1te.* Messages*
vents*
_Announcements*
05! arid round
_Volunteers‘
_Fa Sale’
_Autos For Sete.
_Ccrnputers Etc
_Wznted
_EMplOyMant
_Oppaturrhes

"
_
_Insuiarx

_Entertainment.
_Travel
_Tutoring.
_ Sc.!,

Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
"’Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

CALL MARCIA 2664448
Word Processing Service/Fax
INSURANCE
Edam/Format Specialist for
Tarn Papers/Projects/Resumes
AUTO INSURANCE
APA Turablan MLA
Campus Instranoe Service
Grammar, Sentence Structure
Special Student Programs
fikirsing/Soc. Work/English/History
Swing SJSU for 20 years
International Students Welcome
’Great Rates for Grad Drivers’
Close to SJSU Campus.
*Goad Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECAL DISCOUNTS
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED ’Good Student’ ’Farah, Whew"
Professional Word Processing!
CALL TODAY 296-5270
Theses. Term Papers. Nursing &
FREE QUOTE
Group Pnojects. Resumes, Letters,
NO HASSLE
Manuscripts, etc. WordPerfect 5.1,
NO OBLIGATIONAI
HP Laser II. All formats, specializing
SO Open Saturdays 9-2
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
grammatical editing. Free disk
storage. All work guaranteed!
HEALTH&BEAUTY
Worry free. dependable and prompt
service. To avoid disappointment.
MEN 8. WOMEN
call now to reserve your time! PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Call PAM 247-2681 (8am-8pm).
Stop shavrng, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us permaTHE PERFECT PAPER
nently remove your unwanted hair.
Resumes
Back - Chest- Lip Bikini Chin *Research Papers
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
*Manuscripts. etc
receive 15% discount. First Opel.
Worked with SJSU Students & 1/2 price if made before 6.31-96.
Faculty for over 15 years. Quick Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
Turnaround. 10 mnutes from SJSU. Campbell Ave. #17, Campbeli.
All work guaranteed. Call Jane
(408)379-3500
horn 8am-6pm 4014081937-0373.
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
NANCY’S COMPUTER SERVICES Electrolysis is the answer!!
"Resumes "Term Papers
remove hair from any where
"Letters "Tape Transcriptions
on your body, from facial hair to
20 years experience.
bikini area. Call for appointment.
Low Rates!
Carnelia’s Electrolysis Place.
408/297-3341.
1190 Lncoln, San Jose, 9939093.
MonSat/ Free Cons. /Eve appts.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing All Students Receive 2a5 Discount.
Theses, term papers, group
projects. resumes, mini crmicro
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
cassette transcription. All formats.
Unwanted haw removed forever.
Fax available. Experience.
Specialist. Confidential.
dependable, quick return.
Your own probe or disposable.
Almaden/Branham area. Call
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
Linda 408-2644504.
247-7486,
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ACROSS
1 Old-fashioned
remedy
Can province
Headliner
Musical drama
Hard up
Soy product
Less done
Horse’s steps
Chicago Loop
trains
21 Bat an eyelash
23 Put back to zero
24 Multicolored
25 Mere
26 Tilt
28 Offspring
30 Outline
31 Bank
transaction
32 Unsightly
36 Apple or pear
37 White
38 Tennis pro
Nastase
39 Leap 40 Inquires
41 Tree end
42 Ancient
inhabitants of
Britain
44 Bog
45 Informal
48 Animal’s home
49 Mine entrances
50 Energy sources
52 Pose for an
artist
55 Aztec emperor
57 Children’s
classic
59 Try to persuade
60 Mischievous
ones
61 Bird of prey
62 Fortuneteller
63 Nuisance
64 Sand hills
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20
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1 Ripped
2 Gemstone
3 Fresh
information
4 Anger
5 Rine
6 Plant
parasite
7 Diving bird
8 Captured
9 Canine
comment
10 Musical
instrument
11 Breakfast feel
12 Later
13 Out of practice
19 Type of muffin
22 Peen!!
24 Office tooi
25 Undersized
26 Pump or loafer
27 Buddhist monk
28 Egg middles
29 Shade trees

30 Humor
rnagaz,e
31 Shopping 33 Down In the
dumps
34 Droops
35 You bet,
37 Shopp.ng

center

41 made a
brushing
sound
43 Facility
44 "My Gal -"
45 French wnter
46 Worship
47 Char
48 Fewest
50 Smoke
51 Flefs
Counterparts
52 Token
53 Lazy
54 Binds together
56 Type to cnde
58 -
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Inititiative

Williams
From page 1
Christianity," said Sherida Lovelace, a
crumnal justice major. it goes against the
word of God."
Williams spoke passionately about such
topics as self-definition, women, ethnic
minorities and sexual orientation. Attired
in a deep purple blazer, he moved about
the stage with vigor and excitement,
emphasizing each point with waving
hands and a passionate shout. Never once
did he hide behind the shelter of the
podium, always out there, closer to the
audience.
"I strongly advocate diversity, but I will
not sell my blackness for anybody’s diversity," Williams shouted as the crowd roared.
Williams discussed self-definition in the
sense of knowing the real you. He said he
believes that people want life to be easy
and free of conflict, but that we all have to
go through something. He said that to
really live means losing it at some time, citing an example of his "suave" friend that
fell in love and, according to Williams, lost
it.
"Never let anybody define yourself ...,"
Williams said. "I ant accepted whether you
ai cept me or not."
Love unconditionally. When members
of the television news program 20/20 visited him last week, Williams took the camera crew on a walk through the
Tenderloin district of San Francisco.
People flocked aro iiii d them and started
expressing their beliefs on subjects.
Williams said that he responded to them
openly. The crew later asked him why people respond to him so much. "Because I
love dam," he said.
He said that he loves everybody unconditionally, no exceptions. His colorful
example of a man named "Bonehead"
who wore actual bones in his hair showed
truth to that. When approached by this
man, who chose to speak through a teddy
bear that he held in his hands, Williams
spoke back to the bear telling him that
tomorrow will be (Bonehead’s) day.
Williams said that he, himself, could talk
crazier than anybody else. The auditorium
filled with laughter.
Williams continued to tell the audience
that they had to change themselves.
"Forget about trying to change them." By
changing himself and his beliefs about
having the last word, Williams said that he
noticed a difference in his wife.
After Isis lecture, the audience had a
chance to ask a few questions. They
ranged from the effects of the Million
Man March to education programs.
Williams closed his lecture to an excited
roar of the once again standing crowd.
"There must be community support,"
he said. "This is the time for the people.
We are the revolution."

The Reverend
Cecil Williams
spoke to a crowd
of students, faculty and the community on issues
ranging from
racial harmony to
personal empowerment
Wednesday afternoon at Morris
Daily Auditorium.
His appearance
is part of the
Black History
Month celebrations.
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Arrest
From page 1
bers of the Sigma Chi chapter at
SJSU. The Stanford student
allegedly made some disparaging
remarks about the fraternity, initiating the incident. Niemeyer said.
At the Tresidder
Union parking lot at Stanford, the
suspects allegedly punched the victim in the head, neck and shoulders, knocked him down and
kicked him ref seatedly.

When the publit safety officer
tried to intervene, the suspects
fled in an automobile Die officer
was able to get a yd., le description and license plate slumber and
phoned in the information to
%Ilford police.
Minutes later. the suspects were
apprehended "just around the corner" of the parking lot, said Lee.
’rhey were found near the corner
of Santa Teresa Street and Lomita
Driv)

’Alley made a traffic stop on the
car because it matched the
description," said Lee. The victim
and the officer identified the four
people in the vehicle as the suspects. The victim was treated at the
scene by paramedics, but refused
further treatment, said Niemeyer.
Police did not release the victim’s
Sigma Chi fraternities at
Stankird and SJSU were not available tor i omment.

Coordinator to speak about AIDS
By Lisa Brown
Spartan Da& Staff %Voice

DE. Oscar Battle Jr., coordinator
health education at SJSU ’s student health services department.
will speak Friday from noon to
130 p.m. in the Costanoan room
about AIDS and the relevance of
an African-American perspective.
Battle will speak first then field
questions from the audience.
"He has a very distinguished
career in the health science field
here at SJSU," said Coble Harris,
chairman of the SJSU African American studies department.
This workshop is part of an
approach to develop an outreach
That is culturally sensitive to the
African -American community, he
said.
"Outreach hasn’t expanded to
take into account the community
afflicted with this di c),,." he said.

Cross burning
challenged
MODES10 (AP)
qualm
authorities plan to take the Kit
Klux Klan to court, claiming that
cross burnings violate pollution
standards. Earlier this month,
Klansmen burnt a cross on farmland near Nlodesto,
Police maintained they had no
reason to arrest issembers of the
group. But the San Joaquin Valles
Unified Air IN Minion Coot rol
District plans to file a t
plaint seeking $50,000 in limit’s
and an injunt !son to prevent
future cross buntings. said Philip
Jay, counsel for the ductiuc t.
"It’s intentional," Jay said.
"They’re doing it as a get -m-ourface kind of thing. It’s not an
inadvertent violation."
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experiencing the highest rate of
increase.
Battle said he will disi itss the
Processes and [Ault ssophies that
have stabilized African-Americans
and given them the ability to survive over the past 400 years.
He also said that he will examine and discuss age-old cultural
beliefs. types of behavitrr and their
relevancy as a protection against
"I will discuss why it’s imps sitant
that those issues be revitalized as a
means of pron.( tit as against I IIV."
he said.

There is no need
for artificial racial
preferences.
Pete Wilson
California governor

99

die drive going.
"The governor and I picked
up the phones and started calling donors," Connerly said.
The donations included major
contributions from corporations, Connerly added, but he
declined to identify them,
referring reporters to his campaign’s financial disclosure
documents on file.
latest
’Fite
campaign’s
report, which was due last
week, is not yet on file with the
secretary of state, a spokeswoman said.
Through December, the
most recent period for which
figures are available, the campaign’s
major
donations
$20,000
included
from
Glendale business executive B.
Wayne Iffighes, $10,000 from
former Congressman Michael
Iltiffington, and $10,000 from
Long Beach physician Edward
Allred.
Signatures were submitted
at
other county
offices
throughout California Wednesday, a constitutional deadline to turn in the names.
The initiative requires about
700,000 valid signatures of registered voters to qualify.
County and state elections official say it will take more than a
month to verify the signatures.
Spartan Daily Staff Writer Lindy
Boisvert and the Associated Press
contributed to this wport.

BART expansion
to open Saturday
COLN1A, Calif. (Al’) A
$170 million project that
extends the reach of Bay Area
Rapid Transit to Gonna will be
unveiled this weekend.
The new station, topped
with a five-story parking
garage, will open on Saturday,
stretching BART’s reach 1.6
miles south from its Daly City
station.
The station also will serve as
the starting point for a proposed line to San Francisco
International Airport.
Ail estimated 12,000 to
18,000 new passengers are
expected to board BART each
day in Colina, with most of

them going no further than
downtown San Francisco, transit spokesman Mike Healy said.
He said there should be no
additional strain on the system,
though "it does mean a lot
more wear and tear overall on
the trains."
But with BART already handling 250,000 riders per day,
sonic say trains already are too
crowded, and that the addition
of Colina will only make things
worse.
"I often hear complaints,"
said Stephen Schwitalla, who
co
tes to San Francisco
Irons Olinda. "It’s getting progressively worse."

All Students Welcome
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From page 1
"It has had the i hear eflett
of dividing us," said Wilson,
who as late as 1994 publicly
supported affirmative action.
"’Mere is no need for artificial
racial preferences."
Asian -American Studies
professor Alexander Yamato
said, "Asian-Americans don’t
seem to be included in affirmative action. (Because of
stereotypes) even at this
school, we don’t find even distribution among departments
or colleges.
"There is a concern that all
Asian-Americans get lumped
together," Yamato said. "Lots
of groups are under represented
(Filipino,
Japanese,
’ Chinese; -Vietnamese, etc.).
’Mt! CCRI campaign had
been in danger of floundering
last year, but Connerly said he
and Wilson made extensive
efforts to solicit funds to keep

,titi he 1611 discuss what
aind ts, be the three most
)inestions from African -

.1 I !
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I, all, .11,111 AIDS:

XVIIV dill the health profession 1.11,111 Ail. the myth about
AIDS starting m Africa. Why don’t
they say, "VV. lied and misled the
public?"
Why as it that Atilt an Americans, upon diagnosis of HIV,
get into the system late then do
not get equal treatment?
Why have African -American
churches and other organizations
not played a more significant role
III prevention, as they have in s,
many other siniations?
I la rris said information about
hospices and support networks artless available to African-Ainericans
because they are not as affluent.

10 a.m. to 3 p.m. SJSU Event Center

Job Seekers:
professional attire and resumes
are not required, but are highly
recommended

Career Explorers:
come with lots of questions.
Take a close look at your

ATTENTION
GRADUATING STUDENTS!
Don’t miss your opportunity to meet
employers before the interview!
Employer presentations are a great way to make
contact with organization representatives and
learn what the organization has to offer you.
FORD CREDIT CO.
Monday 2/26/96
1230 PM 200 PM
Guadalupe Room, SU

CYPRESS
SEMICONDUCTOR
Thursday 2/29/96
12 30 PM 2 00 PIA
Almaden Room SU

CiSCO SYSTEMS
Wednesday. 3/6/96
1230 PIA 2 00 PM
Almiden Room, SU

ASPECT
SUN MICROSYSTEMS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Monday. 2126/96
3/11/96
Monday,
12 30 PM - 2 00 PM
12.30 PM 2 00 PM
Almaden Room. SU
Costanoan Room. su
CIRRUS LOGIC CORP.
Tuesday, 3/5/96
WELLS FARGO BANK
TANDEM
12 30 PM 2 00 PM
Tuesday, 2/27/96
Tuesday, 3/12/94
Almaden Room, SU
12 30 PM . 2:00 PM
12 30 PM 200 PM
Almaden Room, SU
Almaden Room, SU
For more Info., contact the Career Center, Bldg. 0 at 9244033.
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career options. Meet with over
175 employers from business, industry, government,
health, and human services
who are eager to hire for parttime or full-time, summer, coop, internship, volunteer, and
permanent career positions.
EMPLOYER PARTICIPANTS CAN BE ACCESSED VIA INTERNET AT:
htlp://www.sjsu.edu/depts/career/JOBFAIR.HTML

Coordinated by the
SJSU CAREER CENTER
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Stories
Tex t by Shawna Glynn, Etc. Editor
my grandfather died, he left a modest sum of money to
Wten
my mother. Surely it wasn’t a lot, just enough to invest.
Perhaps a down payment on a condo? Perhaps a trip to
Atm a, where she had always dreamed of going?
My mother chose to throw her pennies right into the fountain of
youth. Without hesitation, she made a phone call, scheduled a consultation with the plastic surgeon and ran to the bank to get her cashier’s
check. My mother was about to be transformed from "growing old
gracefully" to Michael Jackson’s twin sister.
I took my mother to her appointment early on a Monday morning.
I had a chip on my shoulder and with all her desperation, my mother
tried to knock it off.
"I need to do this, Shawna. I’m old, single, full of wrinkles. I no
longer have self-confidence and I hate looking in the mirror."
I wanted to tell my mother to spend her money wisely. I wanted to
convince her she was beautiful without having some doctor cut her
face up. I wanted her to realize that therapy, not surgery might help
her self-image.
Nothing worked. My mother wanted surgery and that is precisely
what she got.
I picked my mother up after her appointment. Frankenstein sat
beside me the whole way home, mumbling and nodding off from pain
medication. The brow-lift, face-lift and nose job was completed. Before
long, like a week, we’d be able to unwrap her bandages and see the
results.
She lay around restless and helpless for a solid week. Her eyes
bled, her nose bled, the staples in her scalp itched and the pain pills
upset her stomach. I wanted to feel sorry for her, but couldn’t get over
the fact that her misery was her own fault. Or was it?
My mother is a victim of magazines, television and her own occupation: cosmotology. She is bombarded with images of beauty and perfection. The perfect hair styles, the perfect body and the perfect
youthful face haunt her daily. Weight obsession was her first hang-up
and as signs of age began to creep up, plastic surgery was all she could
think of.
The day came when the bandages were ready to be taken off. My
ninety-pound mother slipped out of bed and stood before the mirror.
I took the liberty of removing mummie’s bandages.
I think I was as nervous as she was. But, together we stood looking
in the mirror. Aside from bruising and stitches, my mother’s youth was
restored. No more crow’s feet. No more loose skin around her neck.
No more sagging eyelids. No more creases in her forehead. There she
was, my very own plastic mother. She no longer looked human. But
she liked it. To each, their own.
A few weeks later, my mother decided gravity was failing her. Her
butt and breasts were headed south and she wanted them tucked and
lifted.
She hasn’t done it yet.
Mom, want some advise? Stand on your head this time.
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Pumping
for the

Perfect
Package
Staying
on top
of the
Game
Forty-year-old Jossiah Boggs captured first place for men 40 years and older at the San Jose Bodybuilding
Championships
Text by Russel Hall

Photo by Steve Keegan

pumped. Massive. I Inge. ’these are words alioing professional bodybuilders use to des, ribe to
others what they want to be.
T., see these results, only a serious commitment
will do. The axiom "no pain, no gain" fits. Few people
know this better than professional bodybuilder Nasser
El Sonbaty, a guest poser at the 16th Annual San Jose
Bodybuilding Championships held on Feb. 17.
fo compete at the highest level, twiny workout
has it, he painful." El Sonbaty said.
Getting "bigger" requires heavy weights and maximum effort. It requires fatigue to the muscles for substantial growth to occur. Fatiguing the muscles or
"going to failure" results in a tingling, burning sensations in the muscles being worked out.
Along with the pain, bodybuilders are disciplined
in their eating habits. To obtain a toned, well-defined
body, a well-balanced, low-fat diet must be followed.
Bodybuilder Michelle Ivers can attest to this. Ivers,
who placed in the top three at national amateur competitions numerous times, said she follows a strict diet
year around.
"Except around competition time, I follow a six -

Steroids are everywhere. The top people
have to be on them if
they want to win.
Michelle biers,
bodybuilder
da) tOlrli I .111.AV IMSelf
day diet. Ihere
to splurge, within reason," Ivers said.
For the competitive bodybuilder, it is essential 1,,
lower the body fat content. Women bodybuilders can
obtain body fat ranges from about 5 percent to 7 per-

rent while men can get as low as S percent. lye’s so I.
El Sonhaty has been competing sin, e Pts", and is
I le
currently training for the "Mr.
weighs 325 pounds, but said his 11511:111.11111,1 Weight Is
about 265. El Sonbaty said bodybuddeis park on extra
weight during the off-season and shin down several
weeks before a competition.
Bodybuilders are frequently questioned abs int the
use ,,1 steroids. In addition to packing on hidk.
stet-tit& make users retain Wal Cr, which can explain
the added weight during the off-season.
"Usually competitors put more strict limitations on
their diet and stop using steroids when they need to
lean out for a competition," Kris Carley, an aviation
major at SJSU and personal trainer said.
Ivers was open about the subject of steroid use.
"Steroids are everywhere. The top people have to
he on them if they want to win."
Ivers explained that drug tests are fairly common
on the amateur level but are almost non-existent in
the professional ranks.
"The judges know steroid use is prevalent, but see
them as just a reality of the sport," Ivers said.
People who go to gyms are different shapes and
sizes, but not all people go to gyms to bodybuild.
Some are doing it for better performance in sports
and others are doing it for their health or appearance.
Denise McWilliams, an SJSU administration of jut*.
tice major, cheerleader, martial arts instructor and
competitor, said she sees working out as an essential
part of her life.
"I work out to stay in shape for cheerleading and
my martial arts, but also to look good."
There is a difference between weight training and
bodybuilding. While "working out" is any kind of physical activity, including lifting weights s aidiswascular
activity, weight training involves the use , ,1 \Seights for
toning or "bulking up." Bodybuilding, on the other
hand, is the whole package.
’lit tilt - slsliiig
Carley has a theory on bodybuildi,

IN like a part-Little pub; it takes a strii t diet, a
hard workout regimen and iardio-training. All
three of these things bike time."
El Sonbak %Vitas 4..111
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while still keeping a lo111.111IV figure." said Iveis.
"Women lose a lot I of then hi cast fissile when
is, has, implants
bodybuilding, so theyto appear more fill1111111e."
Looking good as important to most people
in our society and more people scent to be
working out. The people who take weight training to the next level are generally amazed with
the results and want to take it further.
"I started weights at 17 Just as a supplement
to soccer and was astounded 11.,),- Inv I’, ’,Is
reacted. Fifteen years later, I’m still working
out," El Sonbaty said.
Bodybuilding is the ,oily I’ sit us liele
Lice is more I nicial than the ai tual
It differs from other sports in that menial toughness
is required before the event and not during.
The main event is tlie trine to make your personal sacnli, es pay till’ and shosvcase to all what
you have .1, ’ ’)i 11 /killed.
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Hollywood
ill

A Midwinter’s
Tale
South Bay’s largest
Used Bookstore

Text by William Jeske
is usually a pleasant
break of pace when an
a< tor, whose cinematic
tine is patterned toward
itt, genre of the industry,
ht. it .,medy, drama or
thitiler, does something difbleu!.

and white melodrama, chronicling a harried two weeks of
rehearsals for a motley crew
of six misfits and eccentrics
brought together by a desperate out-of-work director to
produce an experimental production of "Hamlet."

Kenneth Branagh’s
niche has been to cast himself in adaptations or
remakes of Shakespeare
plays for the big screen,
most notably "Henry V,"
"Much Ado About Nothing"
and his recent "Othello."
But Bnmagh did step
away from the constrictions
ot the bard’. Iambic pen.
’Juicier ti i,l,,1,,I 1/1,111.1 -IS
-Dead Again" and "Mary
Sltelley’s Frankilotiin.Branagh’s newest pet
prop., I is indirectly
tiliak..1 ...Aryan, but does
li1
in
himself cast as a
Branagh stayed
1..111fitl the camera for "A
Midwinter’s Tale."
’file nitwit! is as black

Haphazardly, the five
men and one woman follow
director Joe Harper (played
by Michael Maloney) to an
abandoned church in his rundown hometown of Hope.
"It’s a comic look at the
actor’s eternal despair,"
Branagh said of his
quick-paced film with even
quicker pat ed dialogue.
Written 1411- stage. the
111:11:1,Iii I/.It

fluttenng speech and
stationary camera scenes succeeds in transforming the cinematic experience to a stage
play in the second dimension.
The relative shortness of
the movie, 97 minutes, adds
to the choking time constraint elements and conies
1.1011,

off as a beautifully streamlined
piece.
Maloney leads the paranoid
ensemble with the varied care
and consideration of a doting
parent and hard-bitten drill
sergeant.
All characters are diverse,
downtrodden and dependent on
one another. The emotional
soup simmers then boils at
appropriate times.
Undoubtedly written to vindicate theatergoers, actors and
stage hands, Branagh tries to do
for them what Ron Howard did
for fire fighters, news reporters
and astronauts.
Joan Collins stars as Harper’s
image-obsessed producer,
Margaretta D’Arville, to lather
his hopes and dash them with
bad news about financial doubts.
Theater arts aficionados will
relish the trials everyone in the
business can identify with, from
difficulties working with poor
interpretation skills of characters
by actors to a director’s frustra-

tions.
See this charming gemn
with a stage actor and after
the closing credits be predated with
pared to be
anecdotes about how accurate Branagli’s cast come to
actual directors and actors
with whom he or she has
worked.
"A Midwinter’s Tale"
doth protest just fine,
methinks.
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Meredith King’s childhood
baby sitter was either a
prophet or a lucky guesser
v hen she told her, "Ha, you should
get on the stage."
The baby sitter could not have
predicted the future more accurately
for King, a physical anthropology
major at SJSU. She has been acting

t-

Yevgeny Yevillshenko:

with the Northside Theatre Company since the age
of 11.
"I looked back on it later and said, ’Oh, she’s
right, King said.
Currently, she is playing the role of Maria in the
company’s production of William Shakespeare’s
"Twelfth Night," a romantic comedy about love, mistaken identities, drunken stupors, sword fights and
fashion no-no’s.
"The purpose of most theater companies is to
make money, but to Northside Theatre Company,
what is important is the learning experience for
actors," King said. "You learn responsibility, commitment to a project and maturity."
Produced on a small stage, half the size of a
classroom, the production is proof that sometimes
the best gifts come in small packages.
"It is a very intimate company," said Mike La
Mere, who plays Orsino in the play. "The only thing
they (the company) are interested in is the creating
of art."
La Mere has played in 32 shows, including several at SJSU, his most recent being "Stand-Up
’Tragedy." "Twelfth Night" is his first show for the
Northside Theatre Company.
"Playing Orsino has been a tretnendous growing
experience for me. This is the first time I have
played a lead role," he said. "I cannot thank Richard
Orlando (the director) and the cast enough for letting me play Orsino."
Orlando founded the company, which is funded
completely by donations, grants and ticket sales, in
order to give tip-and-coming actors the experience
they need in the acting field.
"Twelfth Night" will be running Thursdays
through Sundays from Feb. 29 through March 17 at
the Olinder ’Theatre on 18th and Williams streets.
Tickets are $9 for adults, and $7 for seniors.
For more information, including show times, call
Sandra Winslow at 288-7820. r,

From the RUSSidil White House to SJSU

Text by Dustin Shekell
literary legend
RYissian
evgeny Yevtushenko is
o popular worldwide,
immense stadiums have been
required to house the crowds
lie draws while reciting his
poetry.
Yevtushenko is currently on
a U.S. tour promoting his latest
novel, "Don’t Die Before You’re
Dead," and will appear at San
Jose State University on Friday.
Fie will read his poetry and
excerpts from Isis new novel.
Yevtushenko is kicking off the
1996 spring season of the
Major Author Series presented
by the SJSU Center for Literary
Arts.
Yevtushenko is famous for
his anti-establishment poetry of
the 1950s and 1960s, which
boldly criticized the Stalinist
authoritarianism of the Soviet
Union after World War 11. He is
held in high regard, especially
by his countrymen, because he
served as a spokesman for the
masses forced to survive within
communism, who were not

allowed to speak for themselves.
"For many Russians he is a
literary hero," said Alan
Soldofski, professor and director of the Center for Literary
Arts. "He was a voice for freedom of expression, which
made him a superstar."
According to Soldofski.
Yevtushenko is known as the
"Walt Whitman of Russian
poetry" within international
literary circles because of his
popularity and wide appeal to
the average person.
The most acclaimed of all
Yevtushenko’s poetry is "Babi
’jar," the name of the
Ukrainian ravine where tens
of thousands of Soviet Jews
were slaughtered by the Nazis
during World War II. This
poem is a harsh criticism of
the rampant German and
Russian anti-Semitism of the
rinse, which, like many of his
poems, forced Yevtushenko to
walk the fine line between
political activism and a one-

way ticket to Siberia.
"He is a survivor," said SJSU
literature professor George
Grant. "He is the first really
great poet of the new generation of Russian poets."
"In Don’t Die Before You’re
Dead," Yevtushenko tells the
story of a three-day period in
1991 when Communists tried
one final time to overthrow
Mikhail Gorbachev in Moscow.
Yevtushenko was an ally of
Gorbachev, supporting his revolutionary idea of glasnost from
the time of its conception until
the second day of the coup,
when he recited poems from
the second balcony of the
Russian White House. The
book autobiographically chronicles his experiences as well as
semi-comically documents the
experiences of others involved.
Yevtushenko is involved in
other things beside poetry. He
was elected into the new
Congress of People’s Deputies
in 1989, and recently served as
secretary and vice-president in

the Soviet Writer’s l’inon.
He is also known for his
directing and screenwriting
abilities in his film, "I am
Cuba."
Yevtushenko will take
Part ni a conversation on
stage with translator, James
Ragan, at 12:30 p.m. on
Friday, Feb. 23, in room 109
of Washington Square Hall.
He will read from his poetry
and novel at 7:30 p.m. in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Both events are free and
open tu use public. Ei
re.
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Text by Becki Bell Photos by Chris Simescu
hundred years before history’s leap into the year "zero" A.D..
One
an artist created a sculpture of antiquity’s most i Lissit beauty.
Venus de Milo was dressed in a loose cloth that scimed as if it
%souk I hill from her hips I ler posture was somewhat will’, live and her
pale. , he,ek.1 it e held an exiwession of serenity. She isas als,/, by inodern statulao Is, fat.
Ahno.i 2,000 seats later, in 1832, an artist named Edouard Manet
painted his i owl I All ’NIA 1 l I wietiner stir l’herbe" ("Luncheon on the
i :rass). like Venus ile Milo. \lances caricature of the classic beauty was
Aso less than t iiiiveotion.il I he woman in his painting was pale, volup-
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tuous, solidly built and completely unqualified to march down
the runway of a 1996 French fashion exhibition.
After two millennium of prototype buxom beauties, what has
happened to our cultural conceptions of the perfect female
body? Today’s "ideal" women are supposed to be anorexic, silicone-enhanced and, in some fashion circles, bombarded by tangenerating ultra-violet rays. Men, too, are often expected to
adhere to societal ideals that describe the perfect body as buffed,
Ian and iihysically flawless.
Unto’ innately, these new criteria for beauty come at a price.

Research, for example, has produced some
alarming statistics about the dangers of weight
obsession, including an estimate that the lum’
ber of anorexia and bullemia cases in the
United Slates has risen 50 percent over a period of ten years, claiming the lives of nearly 100
women and girls annually. Victims are athletes,
models, students and career women. All are
casualties of the feelings of inadequacy that
stem from a general attitude shared by a majority of American women. For example, the

United States Department of Health and 14
an
Services says that 70 percent of women of "normal"
weight express a desire to be thinner. A scii ding
number of underweight women also expry,ed the
same desire.
Although it has become slightly less fashionable
g
than it was in the 1970s and 19805, mum
poses a significant health risk to sun-loving
Americans. Statistics from the American Academy
of Dermatology list melanoma Skill cancer as the
most common form of cancer in women 25 to 29
years old, a number that reflects a general disry-

gard for the possible dangerous effects of overexposure to the sun.
Many men and women, to maintain a year-long
suntan, have turned to tanning salons, a practice
that San Jose dennatedogist Anthony Badame said
gives beauty-seekers a false sense of security.
"We do not combine the use of tan booths; we
collide
hem," Badame said. Excess and intermittent exposure to the ultraviolet (UV) rays present
in both the sun and m tanning beds, can lead to
several different kinds of skin cancer, he said.
Additionally, overexp l mitre can have a long tenii
effect quite contrary to tin me that lead some people
to use tanning booths in the first place. "Eighty
percent of what we perceive as aging is actually. dire
to chronit exittts iii. it Stini:44ht." Badame said.

44
Seventy percent of
women of ’normal’
weight express a desire
to be thinner.
The United States
Department of Health
and Human Services

1,
II

111111%114.11 ION beat Icgtiers

4111

mid tillingsalon pant/Its Is 11.1i the sign ol health
and vigor that so many iii It i 11 pt,,plcIris
become accustomet1 to believing. "1 fir body’s
response to UV ilatti.ig, is ta
g," Badame said.
"Is that nice golden bill healthy? No, because it
took a lot of damage ti ii hieve."
Badame said on us ii
people are more educated about overexiiinili e to sunlight than they
were ten years ago. I ii it
lie said, is one
assticiated with %mot\ awl the false assumption that
only old people gut skiuu Allier. "I think it’s that
immortality of you
that nothing could happen
tit them," he said.
The desire for immortality is die saint’ desiry
ii nit leads many people to the offices of plastit surgeons. This past decade has inhered in a new age
of nipping and tucking: what was once considered
socially shameful is now a common practice. The
number of plastic surgeries in the 1990s are up
more than 33 percent froni the last decade.
Dr. A.M. Veniktmishian of San Jose’s Center for
Plastic and Cosmetic Surgeiy said that although 40
percent of his patients are seeking reconstructive
surgery (done to correct natural or acquired disfigurements), the remaining majority are seeking
surgery purely- 14 )1. C05111~ purpose,
"(They’re 4 hanging liii ui,ssui 1111:igi tif 1111’111SCIV1-s:1 it

suit I.

IlicilistI

E’VtI’V

mot

g in the ll irror and di iSni lh.11
alt
nOt that person ... this unit to .1(1.114 Ili,’
to the image that
s4.1 in their mind."
l’enikonishiati admitted that thert art. dangers
associated with plastic surgery, but said lin patients
well informed about die pros and tains of
potential t sks II is like buying a limo ticket," Iii
said. "II
kpi it is two bucks vi iii
invest a
it."
S1Iiiii patients are sit dissatisfied with their looks
Me\ dioose to disregard the odd,. "Simir111111,
11111c .114

ink Mr
I

it.

I

takl .1

IVIA
1 it

514.1111.’11111

ti

small reward," Wilikolinliriti yaid.
m

si

,.1111111,,Iilyliii

1/1,1

Continued on page 8
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Image continued from page 7

44
Guns are legal, smoking is
legal, alcohol is legal and these
have killed millions. Silicone has
not killed a single person yet
and it is illegal.
Dr. A.M. Yenikomshian
San Jose’s Center
for Plastic and Cosmetic Surgery

,1

surgeries is breast implantation, an issue that has created
so much controversy that the use of silicone implants is
now illegal.
Yenikomshian compared the risks of implant surgery
to those of buying a new car. If you buy a car, he said, you
can’t expect to not have any problems with it. But he
added that the dangers of silicone are not as ominous as
critics have made them seem.
"Guns are legal, smoking is legal, alcohol is legal and
these have killed millions. Silicone has not killed a single
person yet and it is illegal," he said.
Yenikomshian currently uses saline implants in a silicone-rubber type of shell.
Other cosmetic surgeries that Yenikomshian’s clinic
performs include face-lifts, eyelid surgery and liposuction, a procedure that is often misunderstood by people
who are seeking quick-fix weight-loss solutions.
"If you !Inn’: that with liposuction you’re getting rid
’I ixiss wvtgl it, you’re on the wrong track,"
liiiik,meThiati said. "It is intended to adjust contours of
the hock."
flu’ procedure, which removes bulges or "rolls," does
carry sonic dangerous risks along with it, although the
risk of infection is relatively low. In rare cases a blood clot
from the veins in the leg can get loose and enter the
lungs, which may result in a fatality. In other cases, the
fat itself can get into the bloodstream and into the lungs.
Regardless of the potential problems, the plastic
surgery industry continues to grow.
"People are concerned about [the risks] but they are
realistic," said Yenikomshian, "because no matter what
you do there are risks associated with it. If you cross the
street to Safeway to get a six-pack of Coke, you could get
hit by a car."
This I ,k-potential attitude often carries over into
extreme 11111,1, 1.11111.1-11111V in the field of athletics.

Although he said he has never been personally
aware of SjSU students using steroids, Head
Athletic Trainer Charles Miller said the drug may
seem like an attractive option to some male athletes. "Why do people use any kind of drugs? I
guess that maybe they’re looking for the quick easy
out, rather than working hard," he said.
Miller said it may also be an issue of competition, especially if a rival is known to be using
steroids. Athletes may believe that they need to use
the drug in order to compete with others.
The actual benefits of steroids are pseudo-realistic. "They do help you retain water, so each individual cell [gets] bigger," said Miller. "They don’t necessarily make you stronger ... I guess you could call
it artificial bulk."
The benefits, which Miller described as shortterm, are more than outnumbered by the side
effects. "You could probably list them for about five
or six days," Miller said. The collection of potential
complications can include cancer, internal organ
damage, shrinking of the testes and what Miller
describes as more "benign" side-effects, such as
acne and "roid-rage," the abnormally short temper
associated with elevated hormone levels.
Even so, some athletes do continue to use
steroids. Since many of the major side-effects are
long term and invisible, the short ten)) visible benefits are considered to be the rewards of a worthwhile gamble.
Unfortunately, the desire to look
younger and niore attractive may not
be a product of vanity alone. A 1994
University of Texas and Michigan

State University study showed that people
who are defined as "attractive" earn up to 5
percent more than people who are of "average" looks. Researchers attributed this discrepancy to several factors, including the
higher self-esteem (and hence, higher productivity) of people whose appearance reflected the societal ideal.
That societal ideal, especially for women,
is approximately 95 percent unobtainable.
Only five in 100 women will ever have the
body and Face of a Cosmopolitan model or a
fashion exhibitionist, yet society values those
qualities as characteristic of the "perfect"
woman. Though men are somewhat less subject to media-fostered ideas the desire to be
attractive does also lead them to participate
in self-destructive practices.
Fashion has always been a variable factor
in our society, and despite its influential
nature, it also remains relatively circular.
Though current trends in the way we perceive
the "ideal" body have created many victims of
vanity, it is likely that the waif-thin, sun-damaged images of bodies today will one day
become the archaic Venus de Milos of the
past.
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TIJ PAC’S

Text by Dustin Shekell

LTE
tEl JEA SE

0

entertainers have ent lured the
Few
recent trials and triltulatiollS of rap
music’s latest bad boy I up.n Shakur.
Not only was he shot five MIR’S in his
abdomen, he was incarcerated for eleven
months after a sexual abuse conviction.
Despite the problems in his personal
life, Tupac’s music and acting career have
exploded in the past few years. He has
appeared in three minor motion pictures
and his last two albums have gone platinum.
Fresh out of jail, Tupat has released the
first double compact dist set in the history
of rap music, appropriately tided "All Eyez
On Me." lie displays, on Ins new release,
that he is far from reformed. His main topics of interest include women bashing,
trash talking, self-hyping, blunt smoking
and street justice, proving that above all
else, Tupac remembers what it takes to sell
records to rap connoisseurs.
From the first song on the compact disc
to the last, it is obvious this album is
Tupac’s first on Death Row Records, the
label responsible for the huge success of
Dr. Dre and Snoop Doggy Dogg in recent
years. The West Coast style differentiates it
Irons the rest. The music has multiple layers that are woven together and create
sonic seriously funky gro. INA,. Fat h song

has a unique, consistent, hard-hitting bassline, sometimes complimented by a high
frr,eititmuedncy pulsation HI the deep backg’to

go along with the patented production tel longues of Death Row, Tupac’s inyour-hit e lyric style is powerful and full of
(mei gs A few collaborations have been put
t.tgtilici oil this new releases. making it
possiltlt hti the listener to compare Itipac’s
hold vocals to the much smoother and laid
back rhymes of Dr. Dre and Snoop.
Overall, the only mistake made by
’rupac in this musical endeavor is his eagerness to produce more music than he had in
him. lii list comptu t disc in the set is
pai kcil with potential hits front beginning
to end, including "California Love," co-produced and featuring Dr. Dre. The second
disc pales in comparison to the grandeur of
the first, which is one of the best overall
rap discs to hit the hip-hop scene in quite
sonic time.
In a self-reflecting song that encompasses his life over the past few years, "Only
God Can Judge Me Now," Tupac proclaims
"that which does not kill use can only make
in the
me stronger." This adage proves
first disc of the set, which is truly a
Herculean effort.
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Text by Michael Barton
Francisco’s linit ii is one stopii, iic% ISan
lution of a group iii talented Bay Al V.1 11111,1cairns. These alternative-to-the-alictuative
ti ill
bohemians are not shooting to be rot k
stars. In fact, iii,’, iistially buck the industry iiiF
gether. In a brief lapse of piousness, they litne
released a new compat t disc.
The new release, "Gentleman Lim." is scheduled to be released on Feb. 27 and is their second under the Rasura! label. The first was a flop,
lead singer Kevin Thomson said.
"The last (release) was a sketchy recording
idea .., it shouldn’t have hi-en released that way."
he said. The recording was live.
Thomson said the new release is different.
"Gentleman Jim" was recorded at one-man Wally
Sound Studios in San Francisco with expertise
and "the finest 1970s equipment."
"He (Wally) just inwl. I fuel really comfortable," Thomson said. If scit1 ihis time they had
leisure of
more funds which gay, ii,,in
Sit

recording the new compat t dis«tver a three-month
period.
"We would go four to five days, then take a week
off," ’Thomson said.
The music the band plays, with their new threemember arrangement, is refreshingly noncommercial.
"We’re definiteh not your typical Live 105 band,"
Thomson said, rely, I og to a local radio station.
Many of their soogs begin with misleading, mellow
melodies that break into furious garage sounds. ’t he
entire compact disc is based around catchy, melodic
guitar sounds giving the album an emotional, melancholy feeling, especially in songs like "Gone."
Thomson link the listener on a journey with his
lyrics and "slim, landscape." In "447" and "Adalox,"
Timeo sounds like early Velvet Underground.
Timco evolved from Thomson’s former band Nice
Strong Arm (NSA), which called it quits in 1990.
Thomson and fellow NSA member Steve MacMurray
moved to San Francisco from Anson. Texas to get a
fresh start. They were joined by !tonal NSA drum -

Deatliel and Sink
Filwl
basscd. Hun \ sc Imiummuc I i IlltIl List .111,11III
\ Ici Murray
.1 111H
I he hand members said they will not iiilight
away, because their ha, plasii will be phis
Europe with his other band. larnaticm. The Itand
is siii)portive about letting members do their own
thing. ’flumison himself is in tuto other bawls.
Morning Chase and Wade.
Itci ate,
Timco (hies not normally play
lilt’ 110,11(1’ IS 511 poor. "It has been the smile pas
scalc 1,,i II wars,"
in said. "I I lie hilts use
us as h ,t It ler, then they d’lit do anything for us."
The hand opts to play San Fran, msiii w-arehouse
parties, where Thomson said thi’s haw more fun,
charge less and entertain up to tow hundred people. In honor of their new telcas. 111111 ii is
-.1,1, .0 130
putting tit a live show at ’Flionis,
II I.
Dole ’,I in Sall F1’allliS( to Olt’ 111.4111
The pc, c. open to the publi, ciii Ii, ic is a S3
covet hmg,
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Calendar
Feb. 22 - 28
Feb. 22

Feb. 23
Guest conductor Carl St. Glair will lead the San Jose Symphony
in a program of Ticheli, Bach’s Concerto in D minor and
Beethoven’s Symphony No.6 in F major. The event will be held
at the Center for the Performing Arts in downtown San Jose.
For performance times and ticket information, call 288-2828.

The Catalyst in Santa Cruz will present David Lindley and Hani
Naser in a sit-down show. Doors open at 7 p.m. and showtime
is 8 p.m. ’tickets are $13 in advance and $14.50 at the door.
Must be 21 So over.

Feb. 24
Feb. 25

The San Jose Symphony Youth Orchestras will perform their
second concert of the 1995-1996 season at the San Jose Center
for the Performing Arts at 4 p.m. Tickets are $6 for adults and
$3 for students. Tickets are available at the San Jose Symphony
box office (495 Almaden Blvd.), or can be purchased at the
Center for the Perfonning Arts.

Margie Baker and Quartet will feature the jazz music of Duke
Ellington at the San Jose Museum of Art from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
The concert is a part of series featuring the music of AfricanAmerican jazz composers from 1940-1905. Tickets are free to all
San Jose Jazz Society members and $5 for non-members.

Feb. 26
Feb. 27

Diablo Light Opera Compan
icIil.c "Phantom," a musical by
Arthur Kopit and Maury Ne.,k ,n, at the Dean Lesher Regional
Center for the Arts in Walnut Greek. Showtime is 8 p.m. For ticket information and other performance dates, call (510) 9437469.

KSJO 92.3 and Lamont and Tonelli will be at JoJo’s Rock N’
Roll hosting "Love Connection" with the Bud Girls. The event
starts at 7:30 p.m. For more information call 435-0100.

Feb. 28
Paradise Lounge in San Francisco presents Surf Night with The
Insect Surfers. Showtiine is 9:30 p.m. For tickets and additional information, call (415) 861-6906.

2. http://caprec.com/
Here’s a glitzy pop-culture oriented launch pad
to locate your favorite stars, no rocket ship needed.
3.http://smn.com/
VRIV ... What is it? Could it be a really slow television?
Yes. But the inteniet connoisseur will appreciate the multimedia possibilities offered by SenseMedia. This technology
could allow you to run your own on-line television station.

II

1.1 lIp::www.gotnet/-’egallant

II

If v

iii haven’t already visited the I lighway 17 Page of Shame,
but you frequently drive over the treacherous mountain, you must
check this page out. You never know, you might be featured.
These roving justices of traffic are also the jury and the executioners for bad drivers on one of Mother Earth’s worst commutes.

Jar’
I. littp://cu-steme.coniell.edu/
Video-conferencing isn’t just another corporate toy anymore. Thanks to CU-SeeMe technology, anyone with WWW
access can experience the future of on-line, interactive
video. You don’t need a video camera to participate.
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5. http://ic.net/intvirus/
If you’re sick and tired of the Internet and all the technology hype, give this page try. Find out what the "zany
’ziners" are saying in Michigan about this new reality.

(05Q7(01I3ff,5
Text by Julie A. Galvin

Week of Feb. 22 - 28
Aries
(March 21- April 19): It may not hispringtime yet, but it is spring cleaning
time. It’s here early this year and it’s
necessary! Get rid of old belongings
that have no value anymore. Get out the
cleaning rags and get to work.

1

4,
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Taurus
"Maybe she’s born with it ... maybe its MaybeIline."
May it’s a tattoo.
These (lays, you never really can tell.
Gone are the days when you might tell a friend, "That lipstick
looks great," and she’d say, ’Thanks, it’s Flaming Fuschia, number
306," referring to a tube of lipstick. Today she might be referring to a
bottle of ink.
Facial tattooing is not something I personally consider a beauty
option. Apricot scrubs, OK. Cucumber eye stress relief gel, maybe.
Paying somebody to stick a needle in me and shoot my face full of
ink is not what I’d call a good investment.
I’ll never forget my Thanksgiving family gathering two years ago,
when my mother showed up wearing thick, round sunglasses. At first
I figured she was trying to make a fashion statement. But when I
started making fun oilier for wearing them, she told me she couldn’t
take them off because her eyes were still swollen. She’d had her
upper eyelids tattooed.
"It won’t be a problem after a few days," she said, removing her
glasses to reveal red, puffy, painful looking eyes. "And besides, it’s
worth it."
She was starting to sound like Cybil Shepherd on the Clairol hair
color commercials.
Maybe I’m taking this too far. I mean, my mom’s eyes did heal,
and she was happy with the results for a while. I became concerned when she told me that she had to repeat the eyelining
process last year because the first job had "faded away." I didn’t have
the heart to tell her that ink doesn’t just rub off, that it was probably
floating around inside her body, destined to cause cancer.
Hally, a consultant at Tanuny’s Skin Care in San Jose, assured me
that what happened to my mom was normal. Extra painful, but normal.
"On some people, the ink lasts a long time," she said during a
phone interview. "On others, it fades away. If it fades within six
months, we do it over for free. It hurts, but it’s nothing a body can’t
handle."
She sounded chipper, even happy. Business is good, she said.
Shaving one’s eyebrows to have them replaced with ink is in, she said.
Born with Brooke Shields eyebrows? Replace them with delicate,
waterproof arches. Looking for that ’50s-Barbie-doll, gravity defying,
Cruella Devine look? For $45, you can make it happen!
Maybe I’m a weenie, but when someone tells me she’s thinking
of getting her lips filled with color, or even just lined, I cringe. (Hally
reminded me that I could always opt for a pain killer, or an alcoholic
beverage before the process.)
"Yeah, it does hurt," she said with a laugh. And what about wnen
they mess up? She giggled evilly and said, "Yes, we even mess up
sometimes we go outside the lines. But we try to fix it." Sure. Makes
me want to make an appointment tight now.
Hay told me that an hour-long, $550 full lip job is really worth
the pain, suffering and mental anguish.
"Sure, you could just get the lips lined; it’s only $250, and it doeslit take as long. But people like to get the lips filled in. It looks more
rialund."
Pretty ironic, considering that I laity said one of the most popular
colors for lips these days in (lark brown, almost black. I know the
vamp look is popular, but is it necessarily inure natu rat?
Hally tried to pursuade me that it is. She told me how great her
own eyebrows and eyeliner looked, how EVERYBODY is doing it, and
bow much time it saves in the morning. She tried to earn my confidence with the promise of convenience, pain and a high price tag.
She failed.

Ete.

(April 20- May 20): You’ve been a bit more chipper these days.
Even though the work load still doesn’t seem to be letting up, your
attitude is better. Give yourself a pat on the back. You don’t know it
yet, but there’s a big reward coming your way.
Gemini
(May 21 -June 20): Sex, sex, sex. You’ve been thinking about it a lot
lately. In fact, soon you’ll start dreaming about having sex with people
you hardly even know. While hormones run wild, consider bike riding
or cold showers.
Cancer
(June 21 -July 22): Someone is keeping a secret from you, but you
will learn about it this week. Although it won’t involve you directly, you
must be sure and take it seriously.
Leo
(July 23-Aug. 22): Helping people in need is your nature. Your
kind heart compels you to be giving toward others. Now is a good time
to utilize this fine characteristic you possess. Volunteer at the local food
bank or shelter.
Virgo
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Make it a point to be early for all appointments
this week. Be efficient and stick to a strict schedule. The self-discipline
is necessary and certainly good practice for the months to come.
Libra
(Sept. 23- Oct. 22): Trust is important this week, have lots of it.
People will say things, but you will hesitate to believe them. No matter
how outlandish the claim may be, accept it as truth.
Scorpio
(Oct. 23- Nov. 21): Quit staring at the television set and get busy.
You’re procrastinating and your school work will eventually suffer. The
week to come is important for your success.
Sagittarius
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21): The bad luck days are finally over. It’s nothing
hut pots of gold for the rest of the semester. Money problems are just
about over. Stay away from credit cards and spend wisely.
Capricorn
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19): You and your significant other will reach an
understanding this week you never thought possible. This is a groundbreaking achievement.
Aquarius
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Spring fever is hitting early this year. You’ve been
thinking of the beach, barbecues and sleep overs. Your ready to shop
for a bathing suit. But remember that relaxing comes later. Right now,
it seems like all work and no play, but there will be days for relaxation.
Pieces
(Feb. 19-Mardi 20): Every time someone nibs you die wrong
way, you overreact. This will be the week when everyone pushes your
buttons. Try something new: don’t react at all. Tuni your nose up. That
will show them.
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Grand Opening!
Cafft-. Ztteco
74 S. lst Street
297-9777
EXP 2-29-96
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10% OFF BRANDING
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111 SUE
SAN JOSE’S EXCLUSIVE BODY MODIFICATION MVO
FEATURING PIERCING, TATTOOING, BRANDING, AND SCARIFICATION
108-280.6699
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Papa’s Culture
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OUTRAGEOUS LIVE "BAWDY CASTE" EVERY SAT.
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366 S.First St.
998-3300
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’ROCKY SHOVV5 EVERY
SATURDAY AT MIDNIGH77
ALL SEATS 5500
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PIERCE INK
SMACK!
CAFFE ZUCCO
THE USUAL
CAMERA ONE

